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There is general acceptance that climate change is
likely to result in an increased frequency and severity
of emergencies including heatwave, severe storms,
floods, tropical cyclones and, indirectly, serious
bushfire. These events have significant economic
consequences but also impact adversely on the lives
of individuals, families and communities, particularly
the vulnerable members of our communities.

Tropical Cyclone Althea (1971)

Of vital importance in protecting communities from
the effects of emergencies is our national pool of
volunteers who represent a critical element of
Australia’s
national
emergency
management
capability. Those volunteers play a significant role in
assisting communities in responding to and
recovering from the impact of emergencies. Some
500,000 people in Australia volunteer their services in
some emergency management capacity and 350,000
of those are directly involved in emergency first
response, principally through the various rural fire
services and the State Emergency Services.

On 24 December, 1971, TC Althea crossed the coast of Queensland just north of Townsville with a
peak wind gust of 106 knots (195 km/hr) recorded at the Townsville Meteorological Office. Three
lives were lost in Townsville and insured costs alone in the region reached $25 million (1971 value).

To ensure ongoing protection of communities it is
critical that all volunteer agencies maintain their
current levels of staffing and training.

Severe winds damaged or destroyed many homes (including 200 Housing Commission homes).
On Magnetic Island 90% of the houses were damaged or destroyed. Tornadoes damaged trees
and houses at Bowen. Major flooding occurred in Burdekin, but coastal floods were short lived.
A 2.9 m storm surge was recorded in Townsville Harbour with a maximum storm surge of 3.66 m
recorded at Toolakea, just to the north of Townsville. The storm surge and wind-generated waves,
although occurring at low tide, caused extensive damage along The Strand in Townsville and at
Cape Pallarenda.

The Australian Government is offering funding in
2009/10 through the National Emergency Volunteer
Support Fund for projects which specifically address
the recruitment, retention and training of

volunteers. The Fund is managed by Emergency
Management Australia (EMA), a Division within the
Attorney-General’s Department.
The Attorney-General, Robert McClelland, will soon
be seeking grant applications from eligible
organisations.

How to Apply
Applications will be invited from late November
2008. Guidelines, application forms and details on
how to apply will be available on the EMA website or
by contacting the Community Engagement team at
EMA after that date.
Email: cd@ema.gov.au
Phone: 02 6256 4608
Fax: 02 6256 4653
Website: www.ema.gov.au/communityengagement
The closing date for applications is
Friday 6 March 2009.

After the experience of the severe destruction wrought by TC Althea and TC Tracy in Darwin (1974)
special efforts were made to strengthen building standards in Queensland and elsewhere in Australia,
especially for domestic structures. Australian Standard AS1170.2 Minimum design loads on structures:
Part 2 – Wind loads was first published in 1973 and has been revised subsequently on five occasions.
The Standard was first adopted for residential buildings in the Queensland Building Act in 1981.
TC Larry in 2006 was one of the biggest tests of wind loading standards for buildings since Althea.
Larry caused significant damage to residential buildings in Innisfail, Queensland, and nearby
communities. Overwhelmingly, however, the most badly damaged residences were those constructed
prior to 1982, and residences built since then performed much better. Building standards will continue
to be one of the most effective disaster mitigation measures against severe winds in Australia.

Cover shows a number of images depicting a range of hazard, exposure and vulnerability data sets and techniques
used in ‘all hazards’ risk assessment.
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AJEM FOREWORD
By Tony Pearce, Director General, Emergency Management Australia.

Working with expert organisations such as Geoscience
Australia and the Bureau of Meteorology, Australians
will be able to access high quality information to inform
decision-making on how to manage risk.
Current issues in assessing risk across Australia include:
• how do we ensure a coordinated and consistent
approach to risk assessment across the nation?
• how do we best work across government and with
the private and not-for-profit sectors?

Tony Pearce, Director General, Emergency Management Australia
and Dr Neil Williams, Chief Executive Officer, Geoscience Australia.

The aim of emergency management in Australia is to
reduce disaster risk and increase disaster resilience.
To achieve this we need reliable and valid information
on hazards, society, infrastructure and the environment.
Using this information we can develop an evidencebase of the risks that we face and thus target our
management of risk.
Risk assessment in the field of emergency management
is not new. EMA (then the Natural Disasters
Organisation) and other partners developed a process
for hazard analysis in 1985 and used this process
in professional education for some years. In 1995,
we began development of emergency risk management
guidelines based on the draft Australian Standard on
risk management. This gave us concepts, processes
and language that were shared by other government
sectors and the private sector, which allowed closer
collaboration in managing emergency and disaster risks.
Now, the Australian Standard has been enhanced
and adopted by the international community as
ISO31000. One of the keys to the process described
in ISO31000 is effective risk assessment.

2

• how do we bring decision-makers and communities
with us?
• how do we ensure the right people get the right
information at the right time?
The articles in this special issue of AJEM address these
questions through reports on some of the many current
projects and trends in Australian risk assessment.
The next issue in February 2009 will include articles on
how risk assessment fits within current risk management
projects and programs.
One of our main challenges for the future, a future
of increasing uncertainty and change in the face of
climate change, is to ensure an all-hazards and
whole-of-government approach to reducing disaster
risk and increasing disaster resilience. Risk assessment
informs our consultation, decision-making and action
in meeting this challenge.
Tony Pearce,
Director General, Emergency Management Australia
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Communiqué
Ministerial Council for Police and Emergency Management – Emergency Management
Sydney, 6 November 2008

MEMBERS OF THE MINISTERIAL COUNCIL ARE:
The Hon Robert McClelland (Australian
Government Attorney-General, Chair)
Cr Paul Bell AM (President,
Australian Local Government Association)
The Hon Neil Roberts (QLD)
The Hon Tony Kelly (NSW)

The cooperation and goodwill between Ministers
responsible for emergency management continued in the
second meeting for 2008 of the Ministerial Council for
Police and Emergency Management (MCPEM-EM), held
in Sydney.
Chaired by the Australian Attorney-General Robert
McClelland, the Ministerial Council also comprises State
and Territory government and New Zealand ministers,
and the Australian Local Government Association.
The Council unanimously agreed that the future
direction for Australian emergency management should
be based on creating a more disaster resilient Australia
through:
• further development of a National Catastrophic
Disaster Plan;
• improving volunteer attraction and retention;
• development of climate change adaptation strategies
for the emergency management sector;
• building a strategy for enhancing national
partnerships with the private sector and NGOs; and
• development of national strategies for community
engagement, education and enhancing self reliance
and recovery.

The Hon Bob Cameron (VIC)
The Hon Michael Wright (SA)
The Hon Rob Johnson (WA) (absent)
The Hon Jim Cox (TAS)
The Hon Paul Henderson (NT) (absent)
Mr Simon Corbell (ACT) (absent)
The Hon Rick Barker (NZ) (absent)

Climate change was recognised as a very significant strategic
issue for emergency management. The Council resolved to
develop a MCPEM-EM climate change action plan.
The Council also endorsed the draft Australian
Emergency Management Arrangements. These
arrangements describe how Australia collectively
approaches the management of emergencies including
catastrophic disaster events and how the arrangements
will assist in creating more informed and safer
communities that are better able to withstand
natural disasters.
The Council acknowledged the invaluable contribution
of volunteers in emergency management. Options to
attract, support and retain volunteers in emergency
management are being developed, with an action plan to
be released in 2009.
Recognising that disasters do not always confine
themselves to jurisdictional boundaries, and that no
single organisation or government in Australia can
successfully address disaster risk alone, the Council
agreed to further develop national partnerships between
governments, the private sector and NGOs.
These partnerships would build on each other’s strengths
and innovations, assisting more effective and efficient
community engagement in emergency management.

3
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Advances in risk assessment for
Australian emergency management
Trevor Jones introduces the first of our two special all hazards risk assessment editions
of the Australian Journal of Emergency Management.

Abstract
This paper is an introduction to the two AJEM
Special Issues on risk assessment. The role of
risk assessment in emergency management
in Australia is firmly established. Considerable
progress has been made in utilising risk modelling
tools and supporting data to develop new
information on risk for some hazards. Several
key achievements relating to the governance and
science of natural disaster risk assessment are
highlighted here and, while significant further
work is required to reach an understanding of all
hazards risks nationally, the way forward is clear.

Introduction
In the early part of this century, risk management
became a fundamental principle of Emergency
Management in Australia, partially influenced by the
publication of the Australian/New Zealand Standard
AS/NZS 4360 in 1995. This standard was revised in
1999 and 2004 (AS/NZS 4360: 2004), and a similar
international standard is being prepared (ISO, 2007).
The risk management approach was promoted nationally
through the Emergency Risk Management Applications
Guide in 2000 and its revised version in 2004 (EMA,
2004). However, the most influential steps that led
emergency managers across Australia to adopt risk
management were the publication of two reports for
the Council of Australian Governments (COAG).
The first report to COAG on the management of
natural disasters in Australia advocated ‘a fundamental
shift in focus towards cost-effective, evidence-based
disaster mitigation’ (High Level Group, 2002, p.3).
A second national inquiry, this time on bushfires,
advocated risk management and stated a vision for
2020 that ‘Decisions about bushfire mitigation and
management are made within a risk-management
framework …’ (COAG, 2005, p.1).
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According to the AS/NZS Standard, risk assessment is an
intrinsic function of the risk management process and
subsequently risk assessment has also become a core

part of emergency management (AS/NZS 4360:2004,
Fig. 2.1). We are unable to reproduce this figure for
copyright reasons. Together, risk assessment and risk
management are vital tools across Planning, Preparation,
Response and Recovery (PPRR). However, the unique
benefit of risk assessment to emergency management,
unavailable from other means, is the ability to identify
and describe future events that can be mitigated
or prevented by long term, strategic risk reduction
measures. These events can include extreme-impact
events that may not have been experienced previously.
Many of the major recommendations of the report
to COAG on natural disasters were acted upon
swiftly. In the May 2003 federal budget, the Disaster
Mitigation Australia Package (DMAP) was announced,
managed at the Australian Government level by the
(then) Department of Transport and Regional Services
(DOTARS). DMAP included the highly successful
Natural Disasters Mitigation Programme (NDMP), now
managed by Emergency Management Australia (EMA).
The report to COAG on natural disasters set out its first
Reform Commitment, ‘A five-year national programme
of systematic and rigorous disaster risk assessments’.
This reform was required because there was a ‘lack of
independent and comprehensive systematic natural
disaster risk assessments, and natural disaster data
and analysis.’ DOTARS engaged Geoscience Australia
(GA) as a technical advisor on risk assessment and data
collection in DMAP.

The National Risk
Assessment framework
The development of the National Risk Assessment
Framework (NRAAG, 2007) is a milestone in
establishing national arrangements to improve our
knowledge of natural hazard risks in Australia.
The framework was developed collaboratively by
the Australian, State and Territory governments, the
Australian Local Government Association, academics
and representatives from the insurance industry and
peak national professional organisations. It was endorsed
by the Australian Emergency Management Committee
(AEMC) in September 2006.
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Figure 1: Main governance roles in National Risk Assessment Framework.
Key advisory groups are shaded.

LGPMC
MCPEM-EM
NSIM
NFRAG

Local Government and Planning Ministers’ Council
Ministerial Council for Police and Emergency Management - Emergency Management
National Spatial and Information Management Working Group
National Flood Risk Advisory Group

The main goal for the National Risk Assessment Framework
is ‘To support the development of an evidence base for
effective risk management decisions, thereby delivering the
outcomes sought in Reform Commitment 1 of the report to
COAG ‘Natural Disasters in Australia’’.

Centre has also directed its research increasingly towards
risk management and risk assessment (www.bushfirecrc.
com/). Although considerable efforts are still required,
several key national achievements have been made and
these are outlined below.

Three key areas are identified to achieve the goals of this
framework. These are:

The major report ‘Natural Hazards in Australia’
(Middelmann, 2007) provides an overview of the rapid
onset natural hazards which impact on Australian
communities, including tropical cyclone, flood, severe
storm, bushfire, landslide, earthquake and tsunami
events. Emphasis is placed on identifying risk analysis
requirements for these hazards.

• agreement on roles in the framework, with an
emphasis on governance, and structures for
reporting and review;
• consistent and systematic production of baseline
information on risk and improvement of risk
assessment methods and tools; and
• management of information including enabling
access to information on risk.
An outline of the main governmental roles and
communication lines for the National Risk Assessment
Framework is shown in Figure 1. Two committees have
been formed to implement the framework. These are
the Technical Risk Assessment Advisory Committee
(TRAAC) and the National Risk Assessment Advisory
Group (NRAAG), also shown in Figure 1.

Progress
Major progress has been made on risk assessment
projects in the past four years through national grant
schemes including NDMP, EMA’s Local Grants Scheme
and other initiatives. The Bushfire Cooperative Research

A draft set of National Risk Assessment Priorities has
been prepared by NRAAG and TRAAC in consultation
with the national framework stakeholders. Expanding
on these priorities is not in the scope of this paper and
the priorities are in draft form. However, in brief, the
priorities cover:
• floods;
• tropical cyclones;
• other severe storms;
• earthquakes;
• tsunami;
• improved knowledge and models for community
exposure and vulnerability; and
• national elevation and bathymetric data especially in
coastal areas.
5
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National Emergency Risk Assessment Guidelines are
being developed by NRAAG and TRAAC and trialled
in pilot projects as this Issue goes to publication.
The guidelines will:
• be based on AS/NZS 4360, and be designed for
emergency risk assessments at state, regional (sub
state) and local application;
• provide usable results both with and without
detailed information inputs, so that priorities can be
determined; and
• facilitate outputs that are comparable and consistent,
so that they are able to be aggregated up to a national
level, in principle.
Significant progress on the development of modelling
tools and supporting data has also been achieved. Many
of the major advances in developing and applying risk
assessment tools in Australia are featured in the two
Special Issues.

The AJEM special issues
on risk assessment
The two AJEM Special Issues (this Issue and a further
Special Issue in February 2009) give some outstanding
examples of progress in Australia on risk assessment
in emergency management. The Special Issues inform
the reader of key areas of activity in Australian risk
assessment, illustrating these activities with a series
of state of the art papers. The geographic scale of the
papers ranges from local to national and papers on
earthquakes, tsunami, cyclones, severe storms, floods,
fires and landslides are included. The papers cover many
topics such as the development of computational risk
assessment techniques, the need for supporting data,
the role of risk assessment in risk management, progress
made and future directions.
This Special Issue has the theme ‘Assessing Risk’ and
its papers address current progress and future directions
of risk assessment for the draft set of priority natural
hazards in the National Risk Assessment Framework.
The papers collectively give a national overview
of current all hazards risk assessment including
the methods, data requirements, and issues from a
government and insurance industry point of view.
The February Special Issue has the theme ‘Assessing
Risk and Risk Management’. The Issue contains some
outstanding examples of risk management projects that
employ risk assessment practices to enhance decision
making. The projects are at a range of scales including
local government, community, state/territory and
regional. They cover several major topics including
government and insurance treatment of coastal flooding
and managing the fire-community interface. A paper on
landslide risk management for Australia is included, and
6

we are also fortunate to include a paper on planning
guidelines for landslide in New Zealand.
The reader is encouraged to investigate and enjoy the
many advances reported by practitioners in the two
Special Issues. Naturally, not all the progress that has
been made can be included in a score of papers and the
reader can find further information from Middelmann
(2007) and from federal, state/territory and local
organisations and their web sites.

The way ahead
The way ahead is very positive and clear in principle
at least. Risk assessment tools can be constructed and
the required critical datasets can be identified and
assembled, as has been demonstrated in tsunami impact
assessment, both nationally and in several states
(see the paper by Hall and others in this Issue).
Cooperative governance arrangements are also
established through the National Risk Assessment
Framework and the AEMC.
In addition, energetic efforts are being made in climate
change programs to determine the future impacts
on communities from meteorological, climatic and
demographic risks. There is a significant and urgent
demand for this information from government and
industry. Fortunately, the information on risk required,
and techniques employed to obtain it, are quite
similar to those in emergency management, with the
main exception that future changes to the hazards
also need to be considered. Careful linking of risk
assessment programs in emergency management with
those in climate change will lead to accelerated gains
in understanding natural hazard risks. One initiative
making that link is the National Adaptation Research
Plan for Disaster Management and Emergency Services
(www.climatechange.gov.au/).
Although significant progress has been made, several
challenges to achieving an understanding of all hazard
risks remain. First and foremost, significant funds are
required to maintain or increase current risk assessment
programs and these programs compete against other
government priorities for funding. Delays in progress
need to be avoided to hold the interest of government
stakeholders.
Developing quantitative risk modelling tools and
data can be relatively costly (although not compared
to the gains made through mitigation) and can take
several years. The trade-off between delivering rapid
information on risk (which may have high levels of
uncertainty and have been derived using simplistic
methods) versus delivering more comprehensive
information in a longer time frame, and at a greater
cost, requires closer attention. A pertinent question is:
how good does the information on risk need to be now?
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Figure 2: An example output from the National
Probabilistic Tsunami Hazard Assessment
that was conducted by Geoscience Australia
supported by Emergency Management
Australia. This map shows the expected
maximum tsunami wave amplitude for
a specific return period. Outputs such as
these can be used by emergency managers
to understand the relative offshore tsunami
hazard to the Australian coastline and to
prioritise communities for further detailed
inundation studies. Note that outputs such
as these cannot be used to infer onshore
inundation.

The National Emergency Risk Assessment Guidelines,
currently being prepared, set out an initial, largely
qualitative risk assessment process. This can be followed
by a second phase of more quantitative studies should
the risks appear significant, confidence in the results
be low or more information be required for risk
treatment decisions.
Tsunami is an excellent example of a natural hazard
for which a remarkable new set of hazard and impact
information, in addition to modelling tools, has been
developed through a national, collaborative approach
(see the paper by Hall and others in this Issue).
A series of national tsunami hazard maps has also been
prepared by GA with support from EMA (Burbidge and
others, unpublished). Figure 2 shows an example of
these maps.

However, the valuable new information on tsunami
came about for arguably the wrong reasons because it
was developed after a major event had occurred – the
disastrous 2004 Southeast Asian Boxing Day tsunami.
The tsunami hazard and impact assessments mentioned
above have improved our knowledge of tsunami risk in
Australia and have reduced the previously high levels of
uncertainty about that knowledge. In future however,
for other hazards, we will benefit by improving our
understanding of risks that have been identified as
priorities in advance of extreme events occurring,
the next time perhaps closer to home.
The costs of disasters in Australia were estimated by the
Bureau of Transport Economics (BTE, 2001) and the
annualised costs by hazard are shown in Fig. 3 (a).
The total expenditure by hazard by all levels of government
on NDMP projects in the years 2003-04 to 2006-07 is

Figure 3: (a) annualised cost of disasters in Australia by hazard for the period 1967-1999 (after Table
3.1, BTE, 2001, p.35); (b) NDMP total government expenditure on disasters by hazard, 2003-04 to
2006-07 (Pittard and others, personal communication, 2007).

(a) Costs of Disasters by type

(b) Govt expenditure on
mitigation by type
7
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shown in Fig. 3 (b) (Mark Pittard, Monica Osuchowski
and Trevor Dhu, personal communication, 2007).
Notwithstanding the limitations described by BTE
of estimating annualised costs, e.g., the limited
time window for which the data were available, the
proportional costs for each hazard do not compare
closely with the NDMP expenditure on each hazard.
We might not expect that government expenditure on
mitigation would fully correspond to the proportional
costs of disasters described by BTE because other factors
are involved in decision making on mitigation.
These include the ease of achieving mitigation gains,
the need to apply funding to expensive but effective
structural mitigation measures, and non-government
expenditure on mitigation for some hazards, e.g.,
through insurance policies. Decisions on NMDP project
proposals are carefully considered at all levels of
government and additional input is taken from technical
experts as required. However, future expenditure on
disaster mitigation projects could match more closely
with the risks from individual hazards if those risks
were better known.
We have the opportunity now to develop a deeper
understanding of the important all hazard risks and
to base mitigation actions on the priorities that are
identified. This approach would reverse the post-event
logic that nonetheless led to excellent results in tsunami
impact assessment. By becoming pre-emptive
in assessing and managing important risks we reduce
the impacts of potential major events before they occur.

Conclusions
An improved approach to information management
for risk assessment will lead to gains by all levels of
government as well as the insurance industry.
A centralised (or interoperative) data repository that
collects information on risk and makes it available for
others to use would ensure that full value is made of
the developed information, and enable decisions on
priorities for risk assessment and management to be
made iteratively.
The model of developing risk assessment tools and
databases at a national level and making them available
for projects at all levels, from community upwards,
has proven successful for tsunami. All Australian
communities will benefit from a continuation of
this approach for an extended range of hazards
including tropical cyclones (wind and storm surge),
floods, bushfires, and severe storms. Comprehensive,
quantitative information on risk is durable and long
term policy decisions can be based on it.
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Assessing risk from meteorological
phenomena using limited
and biased databases
Alan Sharp discusses a number of meteorological databases
and briefly evaluates their usefulness in risk assessment.

Introduction
The estimation of the risk of adverse impact from
weather-related disasters relies heavily on hindsight.
The assumption is that the frequency of major events
in the past will follow on to a similar frequency in the
future. There are two main questions that need to
be asked:
• Is the recorded history representative of long term
climate? and
• Is there any change occurring in climate?
To answer each of these questions, we need to examine
the available meteorological databases to assess their
accuracy and limitations. The quality of the data is
important. Errors and omissions will introduce biases
into the dataset that will skew risk assessments.
These will not necessarily be the consequence of
negligence as many scientific and technical advances
have improved weather observing techniques over the
years. Where data is more limited, statistical theory
shows the probability of the dataset being representative
of population is reduced. Also, the extent of the
database back into the past has to be great enough to
capture longer-term fluctuations in climate.

Assessment of risk
Estimating the risk to the community posed by
meteorological phenomena relies on an assessment of
the probability of occurrence of the particular hazard
phenomenon in the light of the impact that it would
be expected to have on the community. Both the
weather, and the impact it can have on communities are
complex issues that cannot be accurately assessed in any
analytical manner. We must use estimations which will
often rely heavily on past experience.
Figure 1: Melbourne meteorological
observation statistics with 9-point centred
moving averages.
Melbourne Winter 1855-2007
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The assessment of risk attributable to many
phenomena relies on the analysis of past history.
In the ideal situation, statistics derived from these
data should reveal probabilities and trends in
the occurrence of significant events. For more
dangerous meteorological events like Tropical
Cyclones and Severe Thunderstorms, the number
of recorded events is somewhat limited. Changes
in the nature of information gathering, and
technology have biased these limited observations.
We need to consider these factors when using the
data to assess future risk
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Abstract

In this paper we will discuss a number of meteorological
databases and briefly evaluate their usefulness in
risk assessment in the light of the above mentioned
potential limitations.
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Meteorological probabilities can be evaluated from
the analysis of past data. The reliability of these
probability estimates relies on the size and quality of
the meteorological dataset used. Extreme events that
pose the greatest hazard are also less common, so the
statistical datasets are relatively small, hence conclusions
derived from them are less reliable. Overlying real
trends also need to be considered—particularly those
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caused by global warming. The limited number of
significant events also limits the assessment of impact—
which is also hampered by a changing landscape and
technological infrastructure. The impact assessment is
beyond the scope of this paper.

Robust databases
Many of the Bureau of Meteorology’s databases are
comprehensive, extending over many years. For
example, to examine the winter climate of Melbourne
we can look at observations from the official Melbourne
observation sites. These are the current site near the
corner of Latrobe and Spring Streets (since 1908),
and Flagstaff gardens in most of the preceding
period. This produces a database of over 14,000 daily
observations dutifully made at 9am each morning since
1855. Figure 1 shows mean maximum daily temperature
and total rainfall for each winter in Melbourne since
reliable records commenced in 1855. Before this time
there is doubt about the quality of the instrumentation
and measurement techniques used.
Figure 2: Mean temperature anomalies derived
from observations across the whole country.

The annual mean winter maximum temperatures
recorded at Melbourne show a considerable level of
scatter over the past 150 years—making the raw data
quite messy to interpret (Figure 1). Using running
means does iron out much of the scatter, but there is
still evidence of long term fluctuations in the data. Some
of these seem to be the consequence of the relocation
of the observation site. Other trends may be due to
the general change in environment from the semi-rural
environment of the 1850’s to the inner metropolitan site
that exists now. The examination of data from multiple
sites can illustrate real trends (Figure 2). Of note are the
brief cooling trend around the time of World War Two
and the more recent increase in temperatures.

Limitations of extreme weather
databases
Most community and infrastructure planning is based
on the type of weather that can be expected to occur
in the region, for example, the stormwater drains in
Darwin are much bigger than those in Hobart. There
is a limit to which systems are engineered to manage
rarer events—the cost of implementation needs to be
weighed up against the probability of the event. The
questions that are therefore asked are, how extreme can
the weather get, and how often?

Annual Mean Temperature Anomalies For Australia
1.5
Temperature Anomalies (oC)

considered in tandem with underlying temporal trends.
The trends exhibited in the database can be caused
by natural climatic variations, anthropological
(human induced) climate change and biases introduced
by changing methodologies in data gathering.
The Melbourne and Australian maximum temperature
illustrates some of these factors.
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Assessments of weather over a region can be further
supported by examining multiple stations. As well as
increasing the size of the statistical dataset, the individual
site problems should be averaged out across the many
stations. The national average maximum temperature trends
are illustrated in Figure 2. It is possible that some of the
variations in the mean Melbourne winter temperature are
due to site problems, particularly in the early days, however
the national figures are most certainly more robust—
supporting the argument that the recent upward trend is in
fact due to global warming.

Figure 3: Winter maximum temperatures
for Melbourne. Each point is a recorded
daily minimum temperature, the colours
representing the different years.
All winter maximum temperatures for Melbourne 1855-2007
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Probabilities & trends
In assessing the probability of certain meteorological
conditions occurring, the most obvious methodology is
to look at the historical data. The information should be
a reasonable indicator of patterns that may occur in the
future. The statistical distribution of the data has to be
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In general, the more extreme events will occur less
often, hence the number of occurrences in the historical
databases will be lower. The fewer occurrences mean
that the statistics are less robust and hence less reliable.
Figure 3 shows all winter maximum temperatures for
Melbourne in the period 1855 to 2007. The large number
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Tropical Cyclone database
The Australian tropical cyclone database has been
maintained by the Bureau of Meteorology since its
inception in 1908. Despite this being a relatively
long period of 100 years, the total number of
cyclones in the database amounts to less than 1000.
The annual frequency shown in Figure 4 illustrates
the improvement in cyclone detection efficiency rather
than any real trends. In the first half of the twentieth
century, most cyclones passed unnoticed. Cyclones that
did not impact the coast near populated areas were
mostly not recorded. Very few systems were detected
at sea—and often if a ship did come across a cyclone,
it never returned to tell the tale. Through the middle
part of the century, improved technology and radio
communications improved the detection efficiency,
but it was not until the introduction of satellite
technology in the 60’s that most storms could be
detected. It was 1978 when routine geostationary
satellite imagery became available, allowing for effective
monitoring of cyclones throughout their lifetimes.
In the past thirty to forty years, satellite imagery has
permitted the detection of almost all tropical cyclones
around the world. Very few cyclones actually pass over
a barometer or anemometer and in earlier times most
instruments were destroyed by the stronger cyclones.
The estimation of intensity of many cyclones relies on
satellite image interpretation. The assessment of cyclone
intensity over this period has not been consistent as
technology and knowledge has evolved. In recent years
there has been much debate about the recent trends in
cyclone frequency and intensity. The existing database
suggests that the frequency of cyclones is mostly
unchanged, but that the mean intensity is increasing.
The question being asked is: Is the trend in intensity
real—possibly a consequence of global warming—or is
it a result of improved analysis techniques?
1

See table 1.
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In the case of extreme temperatures, we can view this
in the light of the non-extreme data, and common
sense. For unusual extreme weather phenomena, like
Tropical Cyclones or Severe Thunderstorms—there
is not an option of viewing the data in light of “less
extreme cases”. While some conclusions can be drawn
from meteorological reasoning, the issues are complex—
particularly when considering the possible influences of
global warming.

Figure 4: Tropical Cyclones Recorded in Bureau
of Meteorology Database.

1906

of observations shows the obvious trend with the coolest
expected period being in early July and an obvious
warming trend by the end of August. This agrees with
the expected trend as the days get longer. If you look
at the extremes, that are the days with a maximum less
than 7oC, the dataset is much more limited. Viewed in
isolation, the warmer trend is not so obvious.

Season

The answer to this question cannot be discovered
without a detailed reanalysis of older data—at least to
the start of the satellite era. This can be done by the
Bureau, but will require significant resources currently
not available.
Whatever the nature of the trend observed in the current
database, it still must be considered when assessing
risk. If it is real, then we must consider the possibility of
the trend continuing into the future if global warming
continues. Even if it is not real, the implications to
existing risk profiles is serious. The most recent data is
more reliable, but many decisions on coastal defences
and building codes have been based risks assessments
that were developed some time ago using just the less
reliable data that was then available. It is likely that these
risks may be understated in the light of more recent
information. An example is the frequency of Severe
Cyclones (those with hurricane-force winds defined
as category 3 or above1) impacting the coast between
Gove and Kalumburu. Figure 5 shows the recorded
coastal impacts up until 2002. There have been three
category five impacts in the zone in the ensuing three
years. Cyclone Monica (2006) was particularly savage
as it crossed the Top End coast, however the impact on
populated centres was limited. It was only post-event
aerial photography that revealed the serious damage to
vegetation (Figure 6). Had this cyclone occurred 50 years
earlier it is likely to have been recorded as Category 2-3
crossing “somewhere west of Maningrida”.

Severe thunderstorm database
Like the cyclone database, the severe thunderstorm
database is biased by the limitations in the ability to
detect the events. Thunderstorms can be detected
nationwide using satellite imagery and, more recently,
lightning sensor networks. These observations
cannot distinguish between severe and non-severe
thunderstorms. Even radar is not reliable beyond a
range of about 70km, and the Bureau radar network
contains many gaps in spatial coverage.
11
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The verification of severe thunderstorms relies mainly
on eye-witness accounts and damage assessment.
In recent years, the Bureau of Meteorology has
implemented measures to better detect and verify severe
thunderstorms. This includes the implementation of
a storm-spotter network of about 3000 volunteers,
Severe Weather Sections in each capital city Bureau
office that are better equipped to follow up suspected
events, and increased and improved weather radar.
Not surprisingly, the frequency of severe thunderstorms
recorded has increased in recent years. Severe
thunderstorms are more frequent than tropical cyclones,
so a lesser time period is required to build up valid
statistics. Longer term trends will be more difficult to
detect. At present the database is fragmented between
states, a project is planned to consolidate these data and
make them available to the public.
Figure 5: Recorded tropical cyclone coastal
impacts: 1906-2002 (severe impacts in red).

statistical database. This benefit can be enhanced by
reanalysis where possible. Better understanding of risk
relies on the collection of supporting information from
some less conventional sources.
For isolated phenomena like tropical cyclones,
the assessment of risk is more difficult.
The removal of errors and complete reanalysis of the
cyclone database using current scientific knowledge
will improve the utility of the database. Despite this,
the period of reliable data still will be limited as little
information exists before the satellite era. To assess
risk, there needs to be research done beyond the scope
of detection of cyclones by meteorological systems.
Some information exists on significant cyclone impacts
in living history—like Cyclone Mahina that impacted
Bathurst Bay north of Cooktown in 1899 causing the
most recorded deaths for a single event in Australia.
To better understand the risks posed in the longer term
we need to find data that may reveal fluctuations in
frequency that may occur over periods of greater than
Figure 7: Correlation of 20th century tropical
cyclone events with stalagmite isotope ratios
in caves at Chillagoe, west of Cairns. (Nott, et
al, 2007). The graph shows the deviation of
18O:16O isotope ratio.
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Figure 6: Impact of Cyclone Monica (2006)
on tropical trees at landfall 35 km west of
Maningrida. Notice the trees have been striped
of foliage and small branches.
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Figure 8: Stalagmite isotope ratios from caves
at Chillagoe, west of Cairns. (Nott, et al, 2007).
The graph shows the size of the variation from
maximum to minimum between years.

Solutions
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For some extreme weather conditions, the data
available will provide good guidance on threat and
trends in threat posed. For example, extreme fire weather
situations relate to temperature and wind for which much
data exists. Even though extreme events are uncommon,
these represent the tail of a much bigger and robust
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Table 1: Australian Tropical Cyclone Category Scale
Category

Strongest gust (km/h)

Typical effects

1

Less than 125 km/h
Gales

Minimal house damage. Damage to some crops, trees and caravans. Boats may
drag moorings.

2

125 - 164 km/h
Destructive winds

Minor house damage. Significant damage to signs, trees and caravans. Heavy
damage to some crops. Risk of power failure. Small boats may break moorings.

3

165 - 224 km/h
Very destructive winds

Some roof and structural damage. Some caravans destroyed.
Power failure likely.

4

225 - 279 km/h
Very destructive winds

Significant roofing and structural damage. Many caravans destroyed and
blown away. Dangerous airborne debris. Widespread power failures.

5

More than 280 km/h
Extremely destructive winds

Extremely dangerous with widespread destruction.

a few decades. This includes the collation of historic
disaster reports, and the examination of physical
evidence using paleoclimatology. More obvious examples
of these techniques involve the detection of past iceages. More subtle analysis of specific information can
reveal trends over the past millennium. Research into
oxygen atom isotope ratios (16O:18O) in stalagmites in
caves at Chillagoe, 130 km inland from Cairns, suggests
evidence of markers that can identify floods caused by
past cyclones. Work by Nott, et al (2007) illustrates this
(figures 7 & 8). The correlation is established in the
twentieth century, but the longer time series suggest that
the 20th century records may represent a relatively quiet
period. The period 1600-1800 shows a much higher
frequency of large peaks that have been shown to be
correlated to major cyclone/flood events.
The importance of sourcing alternative pre-historic
data is also presented in a paper by Nott (2003) that
examines past impact evidence to evaluate the threat
based on a longer-term period—particularly in the
Cairns Region. This includes the examination of
debris deposits from past storm surges, and tsunamis;
landslides; past floods etc. While these data do show
that historical records may underestimate the variability
in severe weather phenomena over time, there is also
scope for much more detailed research in this area.
It should be noted that long-term climate variations
have also been observed in the northern hemisphere
where history extends much further into the past. This
includes a cool period between 1550 and 1850 referred
to as “The Little Ice Age” (Grove, 1988) which illustrates
that significant climatic variation can occur century to
century. The cause of the cooling is unknown, although
theories include reduced solar radiation, volcanic
activity and/or disruption to ocean currents.

Conclusions
The existing meteorological databases for the
occurrences of extreme weather conditions do show
some limitations. These limitations can affect the
usefulness and accuracy of risk assessments that are

derived from the data. However, knowledge of these
limitations is important in that it can be factored
into any future risk estimates in a sensible way.
This appropriate evaluation and use of the data allows
it to play an important role in the disaster mitigation
assessment process, and reduces the possibility of false
definitive conclusions being reached by planners.
There is a need to continue extending and improving
the meteorological databases. This will not only improve
the statistical robustness of the database, but also help to
measure climatic variations that may be occurring at this
time—particularly man-made global warming. A main
consequence of global warming is likely to be a change
in frequency and severity of significant weather events.
The sooner we can assess the nature of these changes the
sooner we can update the estimate of risk to the community.
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Assessing the impacts of
tropical cyclones
Using Darwin as a test case, Craig Arthur, Anthony Schofield and Bob Cechet
assess the benefits of Geoscience Australia’s Tropical Cyclone Risk Modelling tool in
assessing the potential impact of a tropical cyclone.

Abstract
Tropical Cyclone (TC) Tracy impacted Darwin early
on Christmas Day, 1974, resulting in 71 deaths,
the destruction of thousands of homes and the
evacuation of over 35000 people. Several factors
contributed to the widespread destruction,
including the intensity of the cyclone, vegetation
overhanging buildings and construction materials
employed in Darwin at the time. Since 1974, the
population of Darwin has grown rapidly, from
46000 to nearly 115000 in 2006. If TC Tracy were
to strike Darwin in 2008, the impacts could be
catastrophic. However, tools such as Geoscience
Australia’s Tropical Cyclone Risk Model (TCRM)
could be used to allow emergency managers to
plan for such a scenario.
We perform a validation of TCRM to assess
the impacts TC Tracy would have on the 1974
landscape of Darwin, and compare the impacts
to those determined from a post-impact survey.
We find an underestimate of the damage at 36%
of replacement cost (RC), compared to survey
estimate of 50–60% RC. Some of this deficit can be
accounted for through the effects of large debris.
Qualitatively, TCRM can spatially replicate the
damage inflicted on Darwin by the small cyclone,
identifying localised areas of increased damage.
For the 2008 scenario, TCRM indicates a nearly
90% reduction in the overall damage (% RC)
over the Darwin region. Once again, the spatial
nature of the damage is captured well, with the
greatest damage inflicted close to the eye of the
cyclone. Areas that have been developed since
1974 such as Palmerston suffer very little damage
due to the small extent of the severe winds. The
northern suburbs, rebuilt in the years following TC
Tracy, are much more resilient, largely due to the
influence of very high building standards in place
between 1975 and 1980.
14

Introduction
Tropical Cyclone (TC) Tracy developed northeast of
Darwin on 20 December 1974, intensified and progressed
slowly in a south-westerly direction until December 23,
when it rounded Bathurst Island and tracked directly
towards Darwin. TC Tracy crossed the Darwin coast just
after 3:30 AM on 25 December. The peak wind gust
recorded at Darwin Airport was 217 km/h shortly before
the anemograph failed, however it is estimated that the
peak winds were over 250 km/h. Corrected pressure
readings from the mercury barometer at the Bureau of
Meteorology regional office recorded a minimum pressure
of 950 hPa. Within 24 hours of landfall, wind speeds had
dropped below gale force, giving a TC lifetime of four
days (Bureau of Meteorology, 1977).
TC Tracy resulted in 71 deaths and an estimated 650
injuries. In the days following the impact, over 35000 of
Darwin’s population of 47000 were evacuated from the
city, constituting the largest ever evacuation operation
in Australia. The magnitude of the impact was such that
this event still remains as one of the most destructive
natural disasters in Australia’s history.
Damage to property caused by TC Tracy was extensive,
owing largely to the path of the cyclone directly
through Darwin. A survey of damage conducted in the
aftermath of TC Tracy revealed over 52% of houses
were completely destroyed, and many more suffered a
high level of damage (Walker 1975). It is suggested that
80% of residential buildings were either destroyed or
rendered uninhabitable (Stretton, 1975). Walker (1975)
interpreted the loss of roof cladding to be a major cause
of extreme damage, resulting in a significant loss of
structural strength and damaging debris effects.
Developed by Geoscience Australia, the Tropical Cyclone
Risk Model (TCRM) is a statistical model of tropical cyclone
activity which is used to assess hazard and risk associated
with tropical cyclones (Arthur et al. 2008). TCRM can also
be used to simulate individual scenarios in order to estimate
the impact of severe winds on a community. In this paper,
we describe the application of TCRM to a scenario of TC
Tracy impacting the present day residential building stock
of Darwin, and compare this to the estimated and observed
damage for the actual impact in 1974.
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The first step in estimating the impact of a TC on a
community is to estimate the maximum wind speed
experienced during the passage of the storm. We use
TCRM to generate a regional wind field, which excludes
local influences on the wind speed. The regional wind
speeds are modified for local effects such as topography,
land-use classification and shielding from surrounding
structures. Local wind speeds are then related to
residential building damage through vulnerability
curves, which provide an estimate of the loss (as a
percentage of replacement cost) amongst a population of
buildings given an incident wind speed.
Here we focus on spatially defining the level of damage
inflicted, which can provide emergency managers
with invaluable information such as where to deploy
resources in a recovery operation. We also restrict
the analysis to residential buildings only. We draw
comparisons between surveyed damage and the
modelled damage for the impact in 1974, and then
extend the analysis to determine the potential impact on
the present-day landscape of Darwin.

Wind field modelling process
Although it is possible to generate synthetic TC tracks
within TCRM, this investigation uses the ‘best track’
of TC Tracy recorded in the Bureau of Meteorology
tropical cyclone best track database (Trewin and Sharp
2007). Wind field simulations are undertaken as a twostage process within TCRM. To reflect the behaviour of
real-world TCs, a radial wind profile model is used to
construct a symmetric, gradient-level wind field.
This gradient wind field is then modified by a boundary
layer model that incorporates the asymmetric distribution
of winds in a moving tropical cyclone, providing a
regional estimate (1 km horizontal resolution) of the
winds associated with the cyclone.
To incorporate the influences of terrain, topography and
shielding from structures, wind field multipliers based
on the site-specific factors described in the Australian/
New Zealand Wind Loading Standard (AS/NZS 2002)
are applied to modify the regional wind field. These are
simple multiplicative factors, derived at a resolution of
25 m, are directionally dependent and are pre-calculated
for ease of use. As the urban footprint of Darwin has
increased dramatically since 1974, the multipliers have
determined for both the 1974 and present-day Darwin
landscapes. The resulting modelled wind fields represent
the maximum three second gust wind speed predicted
for a location over the lifetime of the event.
TCRM uses a 2-dimensional model of the wind
field associated with a tropical cyclone. While it is a
parametric model, it retains sufficient detail to reproduce
many features of a TC wind field. The 2-dimensional
model allows the wind field to be quickly simulated

at a resolution that would not be feasible in a full
3-dimensional atmospheric model. TCRM can also be
applied in situations where there are few observations to
constrain a fully 3-dimensional model.
Several options for radial wind profiles and boundary
layer models are available to users including the profiles
of Schloemer (1954), Jelesnianski (1966), Holland (1980),
McConochie et al. (also referred to as double Holland;
McConochie et al. 2004), Willoughby et al. (2006), and a
Rankine vortex. Boundary layer models include those of
Kepert (2001), Hubbert et al (1991) and McConochie et
al (2004). Users can select any combination of radial and
boundary layer models at run time.
TC Tracy poses a significant challenge to wind field
modelling due to the unusual characteristics of the
cyclone. TC Tracy remains one of the smallest tropical
cyclones on record, with a radius of gale force winds
of less than 50 km. The radius of maximum winds
(RMW) at landfall was only 8 km. The central pressure
at landfall is estimated to have been 950 hPa, which
together with the small diameter, yields a pressure
gradient of 5.5 hPa/km (Bureau of Meteorology, 1977).
This value is unusually high, and results in a radial
wind profile which has a sharp peak and a rapid decay
outside the RMW.
To simulate TC Tracy, we use the Holland (1980)
profile and the Kepert boundary layer model (2001).
The Holland model was developed using data obtained
from TC Tracy, and provides the best representation
of the sharp peak in winds near the RMW. The Kepert
boundary layer model was selected owing to the
incorporated gradient-to-surface wind reduction
(which is necessary when the Holland model is
employed, as it estimates a gradient level wind; Harper
2002), and the success of this model in replicating
the wind field of TC Larry (Edwards et al. 2007).
The resulting model produced a maximum gust wind
speed of 72 m.s-1 (260 km/h) at the Darwin Airport
anemograph site, agreeing well with estimates of the
maximum wind speed (Bureau of Meteorology, 1977).
TCRM’s parametric wind field is a regional estimate
of the surface wind speed associated with a tropical
cyclone—nominally at 1 km resolution—and does not
account for the land-use classification, topography or
buildings. To incorporate the effects of flow over these
features, we apply wind field multipliers, based on the
site-specific factors described in the Australian/New
Zealand Wind Loading Standard (SA/SNZ 1170.2:2002).
These have been calculated in a GIS framework at a
horizontal resolution of 25 metres (50 metres for the
1974 simulation). The resulting local wind field for
1974 is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Estimated maximum wind speed from TC Tracy in 1974, incorporating site-specific influences
on the wind speed arising due to topography, terrain and existing structures.
TC Tracy
Radial profile: Holland =1.8
Asymmetry model: Kepert
Vmax = 82.6 m/s
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Wind speeds over the northern suburbs of Darwin exceed
75 m.s-1 (270 km/h) near the outskirts of built-up areas
and close to the coastline. On the southern side of the
cyclone’s path, peaks winds in the southern suburbs are
in the range of 40—50 m.s-1 (145—180 km/h).
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Figure 2: Comparative mean damage model
curves for building classes present in Darwin
for the 2008 analysis.
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Damage modelling

The vulnerability relations have been derived through
a series of wind vulnerability workshops conducted by
Geoscience Australia (Timber ED Services, 2006). The
relations were developed by consultation with wind
engineers and are based predominantly on engineering
judgement of the damage incurred as a percentage of
replacement cost (% RC) at various incident wind speeds.
We make two key assumptions about the vulnerability
relations: (1) the differences in the vulnerability relations
are representative of the changes in building standards
over time and (2) all buildings in each class are identical
and perform (under wind loading) in line with the
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Damage to residential structures is estimated by
utilising a suite of vulnerability curves, appropriately
selected for the class of building present in the region of
interest (Figure 2). The population of structure types in
Darwin and the standards to which they are built
are significantly different between 1974 and 2008,
due to the reconstruction of structures following TC
Tracy and the revision of building codes with time
(Nicholls, 2007).
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appropriate relation. Each vulnerability relation contains
three functions, providing not only a mean estimate of
the loss for a building population, but upper and lower
confidence limit estimates of the range of loss amongst
that population.
Information on building age and location for the 2008
scenario is provided by Geoscience Australia’s National
Exposure Information System (NEXIS), a nationally
consistent spatial database of building exposure
(Nadimpalli et al. 2007). For the 2008 analysis,
residential structures are classified into four groups
based on age. No classification on construction type
was performed.
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Figure 3: Post-TC Tracy impact survey damage estimates (left) and estimated mean residential building
stock loss (% RC) for Darwin in 1974 based on individual building analysis (right).
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These four classes are:
1. Pre-1974: these are structures which survived
effectively undamaged during TC Tracy. This is based
on the behaviour of timber-framed high-set fibro-clad
housing;
2. Repaired and retrofitted: these are structures which
survived TC Tracy with a low proportion of damage
(≤40% RC);
3. 1975—1980: This class includes all structures that
sustained over 40% RC damage during TC Tracy, and
are assumed to have been demolished and rebuilt
prior to 1980, as well as new (additional) structures
built between 1975 and 1980; and
4. Post-1980: buildings constructed after 1980.
Two methodologies are used to calculate the loss (% RC)
associated with the impact of TC Tracy. For both
approaches, we first apply the damage curves over the entire
region for which site-specific wind speeds were calculated,
providing a raster image of the estimated population
damage for each class of building. For the first method,
we extract from this raster the values corresponding to the
location of buildings in the dataset being examined. This
allows a direct comparison between the surveyed damage
and the estimated damage from TCRM.

The second approach is applied for the 1974 and
2008 building stock and, due to availability of data
in NEXIS, relies on meshblock areas over the Darwin
region. Meshblocks are a statistical subdivision of census
districts, and contain up to approximately 30 residential
structures. There are some 335 meshblocks in the
Darwin area that contained buildings that were surveyed
in the aftermath of TC Tracy. To estimate the damage
using meshblocks, we take the mean estimated wind
speed over the area of the block and apply the suite of
vulnerability relations. The estimated damage for the
meshblock is calculated as a mean of the vulnerability
relations, weighted by the number of each building type
in the meshblock. For the 1974 analysis, we determine
the damage for the pre-1974 class of buildings only.
While the meshblock analysis does not provide
information on the damage inflicted to individual
buildings, it does provide quantitative information
on the likelihood of significant damage to small areas
within a community. Emergency managers preparing for,
or recovering from, an impact can use such information
to guide the deployment of resources or identify areas
that may require evacuation before the onset of galeforce winds.
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Figure 4: Estimated mean residential building
stock loss (% RC) for Darwin in 1974 using the
meshblock methodology.

of the suburbs suffer significant damage. Using the 1974
damage model, the mean predicted loss for the city of
Darwin during TC Tracy in 1974 is estimated at 35% RC
(5th percentile: 17% RC, 95th percentile: 50% RC) of
the replacement cost for residential buildings.
The meshblock analysis produces almost identical
results to the individual building analysis, with a
mean loss of 36% RC (5th percentile: 18% RC, 95th
percentile: 52% RC) (Figure 4). Spatially, the results
are also very similar, with meshblocks on the outskirts
of built-up areas suffering higher damage than those
in the interior. Areas along the track of the storm (e.g.
Ludmilla) suffer significant damage, while areas to the
south of the track (e.g. Stuart Park and Larrakeyah)
suffer the least damage.
TC Tracy was remembered for the levels of complete
destruction over many parts of Darwin. The effect of
destruction of residential buildings and vegetation is
to decrease the level of shielding afforded to adjacent
buildings and a coincident increase in the site wind
speed. In applying the wind field multipliers (AS/NZS
2002), we have throughout assumed the shielding
values remain static during the passage of the TC. In
the case of the 1974 impact, the complete destruction
of buildings may result in the value of the shielding
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1974 analysis
Surveys undertaken in the months following impact
show that TC Tracy inflicted significant damage across
the northern suburbs such as Nakara and Wanguri,
with the majority suffering major damage or complete
destruction (Halpern Glick Pty. Ltd., 1975). Walker
(1975) attributes some of this to the poor resilience of
newer roofing materials to sustained loading induced
by the severe winds. The failure of roofing materials
generated large debris (e.g. entire roof structures), which
then caused significant damage to downwind buildings.
This may in part explain the relative spatial uniformity
of damage through the northern suburbs. On the basis
of the survey, the mean damage in Darwin is estimated
at 56% RC, however uncertainties in the data mean this
figure is in the range of 50—60% RC.
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The location of buildings provided in the survey data
is used to extract damage estimates from the TCRM
simulation. Our results show greater damage over the
suburbs of Nightcliff and Rapid Creek compared to the
survey results (Figure 3). The difference is in part due
to the proximity of these suburbs to the coastline and
hence higher site wind speeds. The northern suburbs of
Nakara and Wanguri show less damage compared to the
survey—most notably only buildings near the outskirts

Figure 5: Estimated mean residential building
stock loss (% RC) for Darwin in 2008 using the
meshblock methodology.
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Figure 6: Mean damage (% RC) associated with TC Tracy determined from the post-impact survey,
TCRM analysis for 1974, TRCM for 2008 and TCRM for 2008 (using only the 1974 urban footprint).
Black vertical bars indicate the range of the 5th and 95th percentile.
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multiplier (Ms) approaching unity, in turn increasing
the site wind speed and the resulting damage inflicted
on buildings that would normally have significant
shielding. We surmise that this dynamic shielding effect
may account for a significant portion of the shortfall in
damage for the 1974 simulation.

2008 analysis
For the 2008 analysis, we use the meshblock
methodology to determine the damage incurred.
Additionally, the wind field multipliers are updated for
the terrain and shielding classifications for the modern
landscape of Darwin.
One of the most significant changes to Darwin between
1974 and 2008 is the population. From 47,000 prior
to TC Tracy, Darwin is now home to around 115,000
people. In the intervening years, there have also been
significant changes to the building standards employed
in the city (Nicholls 2007) affecting the resilience
of residential buildings. Because of these changes,
approximately 1% of the buildings in present-day
Darwin remain unchanged from 1974. Over one third
were repaired and retrofitted while nearly half the
current building population were built to the very
high standards that existed between 1975 and 1980
(Nicholls 2007).
A cyclone identical to TC Tracy impacting Darwin in the
present day landscape would result in losses of 3.5% RC
(5th percentile: 1.8% RC, 95th percentile: 5.2% RC;
Figures 5 and 6). These results reflect a 90% reduction
in mean losses compared to the 1974 analysis. In
contrast to the 1974 simulation, the improved building
standards mean there would be a vast reduction in the
number of buildings suffering complete destruction.
This has the effect of minimising the dynamic shielding
effect and local increases in site wind speed.

2000

2008
footprint

Much of the reduction in damage in the modern day
scenario can be attributed to changes in building
vulnerability in the intervening years. However, some
of this reduction is almost certainly due to the growth
of the urban footprint of Darwin. The small size of
TC Tracy results in destructive winds affecting only a
small proportion of the residential building stock in
present-day Darwin. To isolate the influence improved
building standards have made, the present-day damage
is calculated only for those meshblocks identified as
containing residential structures in 1974. Based on this,
damage is estimated to be 5.2% RC (5th percentile:
2.6% RC, 95th percentile: 7.7% RC; Figure 6). This
figure is likely to be a better representation of the
improvements to building vulnerability.

Conclusions
The results presented here indicate both the wind field
and damage generated by TC Tracy in 1974 are well
replicated using the TCRM. The spatial distribution and
magnitude of wind-related damage is well captured,
allowing emergency managers to identify likely areas
of significant damage at the suburb level. Based on the
accurate modelling of the impact of TC Tracy, we believe
that TCRM is a valid tool for examining the impacts
of an identical storm in the present-day environment.
The workflows outlined here are also able to be directly
applicable to other historical TC events or future scenarios.
The TCRM can be used to identify areas likely to suffer
significant severe wind damage due to the impact of a
tropical cyclone, providing invaluable information to
emergency managers involved in the preparation and
recovery phases. Quantitative differences between the
observed damage and estimated damage using TCRM
can in part be accounted for by inclusion of large debrisinduced damage.
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The design of TCRM, which allows users to apply a range
of radial profiles and boundary layer models, permits a
probabilistic approach to impact assessments. Because
TCRM uses a parametric model of the tropical cyclone
wind field, impact scenarios can be assessed rapidly
allowing emergency managers to make better informed
decisions in a timely manner. A set of pre-calculated
scenarios may also be of great benefit to emergency
managers for training and demonstration purposes.
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Flood risk management
in Australia
The National Flood Risk Advisory Group introduces and discusses the
National Flood Risk Management Guideline.

Abstract
This paper introduces the work of the National
Flood Risk Advisory Group in providing advice
and guidance on the management of flood
risk in Australia, in particular its work on the
development of a set of national guidelines.
The guidelines are included as an appendix and
they highlight that communities utilise the support
and cooperation of departments and agencies
across all levels of government to effectively
access the broad range of skills and the funding
essential to implement flood risk management
solutions. The paper discusses the more
important flood risk considerations embodied
in the guidelines.

Introduction
Floods are the most expensive natural hazard
experienced in Australia leading to an average annual
damage bill of over $300M (BTE 2001). This has been
evidenced in the past 18 months, where major flood
episodes on the east coast of Australia resulted in
several billion dollars in damage to public infrastructure
and private property with major impacts on the
national economy.

Flood behaviour
Flood behaviour and therefore hazard is influenced by a
range of factors (including the catchment and floodplain
topography, discussed below) that vary significantly with
location and need to be understood and managed locally.
The catchment
Catchment size, shape, slope, development and
vegetation all significantly influence the hydrological
processes, in particular the conversion of rainfall into
runoff. The speed of conversion from rainfall to runoff,
the volume and peak runoff and the speed of rise of
water, all influence flood behaviour and the length of
time a flood will last.

The topography of the floodplain
Floodplain shape, slope, storage, development,
vegetation and flood controls, both natural
(gorges, ocean levels in tidal areas) and man made
(roads and structures), all have a significant influence
on the routing of flood flows (i.e. hydraulic processes)
and therefore the derivation of flood behaviour from
hydrological analyses. These factors significantly
influence flood hazard to people and property.

Flood risk
Flood risk at a location depends upon the frequency
of flooding and the associated consequences to the
community. Management of flood risk usually involves
reducing the impacts on people and on public and
private infrastructure by reducing either the frequency
of flooding, or its consequences, or both.
Urban expansion and consolidation and changing
demographics within floodplains, along with changes
in flood behaviour due to development of catchments
as well as the influence of climate change on flood
producing rainfall events and sea levels, act to increase
the exposure of the community to flood risk. Without
effective flood risk management, the scale of these
impacts on people, property, local industry and
economies will increase.
Management of flood risk to reduce the devastating
impacts on the community has evolved significantly since
the 1950s when the main focus was on reducing risk
through mitigation works where they were cost effective.
Today an effective flood risk reduction strategy requires
consideration of existing and future communities and a
combination of the following options.
Reducing the exposure of the community
to flood risk
For existing communities this may require structural
flood mitigation measures such as: levees that protect
existing development from flooding, detention basins
that reduce downstream flows, or works to increase the
flow capacity in the floodplain. Where such measures
are proposed careful consideration needs to be given to
any potential environmental impacts to ensure that these
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measures are sustainable. In addition, consideration
should be given to the potential to undertake
environmental enhancement as part of the project.
Voluntary purchase of houses in areas where the flood
situation is particularly hazardous to occupants and
potential rescuers can effectively remove the exposure of
these properties and their inhabitants to flood hazard.
For communities that will occupy new land release areas
this can be effectively undertaken through land use
planning, subdivision layout and development controls
to exclude development from the most hazardous areas
and enable development to proceed in less hazardous
areas having regard for the flood risk. The most
common application of the latter in urban areas is to set
minimum floor levels. Land use zoning can also be used
to restrict certain types of development. For example
having a rural or open space zone in a high hazard area
will prevent the number of people at risk of flooding
from increasing as a result of urban encroachment.
Structural measures, and in some cases land use
planning controls, require establishing a standard
beyond which they no longer provide protection and
this is usually linked to the frequency of flooding. The
standard is ideally established in consultation with the
community, and it needs to be both acceptable and
affordable. Consideration needs to be given to situations
in which the standard is exceeded (see below).
Reducing the vulnerability of people and
property to flood risk
Reducing the exposure of existing communities may
involve options including voluntary house raising in less
hazardous areas to reduce the frequency of damage due
to flooding.
For future communities this may involve considering the
potential vulnerability of future occupants of buildings
when utilising land use planning and development
controls. What might be considered an acceptable
level of risk to the general community may not be
acceptable to the aged or infirm. Therefore aged care
homes, hospitals or other buildings associated with
more vulnerable members of the community shouldn’t
be placed in areas exposed to flooding if evacuation is
difficult, if there is little flood warning, or if the facilities
cannot be self evacuated within the available timeframe.
For all communities, reducing the vulnerability of
people and property involves a combination of:
• flood awareness and readiness. This aims to ensure
that people in the community clearly understand
their risks of flooding, are ready and able to listen to
emergency services and are prepared for the actions
they may need to take in the lead up to a flood event.
This includes consideration of situations in which
the design standard for structural mitigation works is
22

exceeded or when floods exceed minimum
floor levels established through development or
planning controls.
• flood forecasting and warning. These enable the
community to be made aware of a potential flood
situation and how they should act in response to the
flood threat.
• assistance in flood response. Emergency service
organisations assist the community with responding
to flooding in a planned manner with an
understanding of the scale of flood risk and the
logistical and access problems that exist. Emergency
response planning requires essential logistical and
risk exposure information that can be derived from
the floodplain management process.
• availability of infrastructure critical in response to
and recovery from flood events.
• appropriate technical specifications for buildings.
Requirements are set out in the Building Code
of Australia, and in relevant Standards and State
and Territory Building Legislation. Additional
guidance emphasising the use of materials that can
reduce flood damages in new development and in
renovations and extensions could include advice on:
– s tructural and non-structural design practices
and durable materials that reduce the effects of
inundation.
– s tructural design practices that reduce the impacts
of flood debris and maintain structural integrity
after a flood event.
• the ability to recover financially after a flood event.
Previous studies (Cox et al, 2001) have indicated that
households feel that they cannot readily recover from a
financial shock of more than $10,000 from their own
resources. Given that only minor over floor flooding is
likely to cause significantly more than $10,000 damage
(an above floor flood depth of 1 metre is likely to result
in around $80,000 damage, (from Figure 1, McLuckie
et al 2007)) a flood event can be financially devastating.
The recent interest rate rises and the associated
financial toll on the community highlight the limited
ability of individuals within the community to recover
from financial shocks.
• insurance is an important tool in the recovery of
the community after a flood event that needs to be
encouraged and the insurance industry is understood
to be working on making flood insurance more
available to the community. However, the insurance
premiums necessary to cover the risks faced by
the worst affected properties may be unaffordable
for their occupants. The alternative of subsidised
insurance to those worst affected properties may give
a false indication of the level of risk these properties
and their inhabitants face from flooding.
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The guidelines
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FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT IN AUSTRALIA
VISION, OBJECTIVES AND GUIDANCE

The National Flood Risk Advisory Group has
prepared this document to outline the vision and
objectives of flood risk management and provide
guidance on the responsibility of government and
the community in the effective management of flood
risk for local communities. This flood risk may
come from several sources including rainfall events
which impacts on rivers, estuaries and stormwater
systems, storm driven ocean events including storm
surge, and a combination of both rainfall and ocean
impacts from storm events.

To provide flood forecasting and warning systems
and emergency response arrangements that cope
with the impacts of flooding on the community in
light of the available flood intelligence.

FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT VISION

To aid the community in recovering from the
devastating impacts of flooding.

Floodplains are managed for the long term benefit of
the local and wider community such that hazards to
people and damages to property and infrastructure are
minimised and environmental values are protected.

NATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR
MEETING OBJECTIVES AND
FULFILLING THE VISION

FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES
To ensure that all levels of government and the
local community accept their responsibilities for
managing flood risk.
To ensure that flood risk and flood behaviour is
understood and considered in a strategic manner in
the decision-making process.
To ensure land use planning and development
controls minimise both the exposure of people
to flood hazard and damage costs to property
and infrastructure.
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To ensure a broad range of flood risk management
measures (both structural and non-structural) are
considered and flood mitigation measures appropriate
to the location and acceptable to the local community
are used to manage flood risk where economically,
socially and environmentally acceptable.

In seeking to fulfil the vision and meet the objectives
of flood risk management, policy makers need to
recognise that flood prone land is a valuable resource
due to the historic location of our cities and towns
and due to its agricultural productivity. However the
use of floodplains involves an inherent risk to people,
property and infrastructure due to their exposure to
flood hazard. They should consider the associated
flood hazards and the ability to practically and
economically reduce these hazards.
Policy makers should also consider that the setting
aside of areas important for flood conveyance and
storage have broader benefits to the community
and environment.
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1. Responsibilities for Flood Risk
Management

The agencies responsible for flood response should
also be responsible for flood emergency planning.

All levels of Government have some responsibility for
flood risk management.

To be effective, flood risk management requires close
and enduring links between the agencies responsible
for mitigation, land use planning, emergency
management, response and recovery.

Flood risk management should be based on up to
date State/Territory and Local Government policies,
which are supported by legislation.

The agencies which are responsible for flood recovery
must be clearly identified in legislation or legally
binding management arrangements.

The responsibility for flood risk management varies
within jurisdictions but is primarily the responsibility
of the local flood management authorities. However
effective flood risk management requires the active
participation of governments at all levels, industry
and the community.

Delivery of effective, timely and accurate flood
warning to the community requires close and
enduring links between agencies responsible for
rain and river monitoring systems, floodplain
management, and for flood forecasting and warning.
Community understanding and ability to respond
appropriately to warnings is an essential component
of any warning system.

1.1 Responsibilities of Government

Where catchments cross boundaries of responsibility,
flood management authorities need to put in place
appropriate arrangements to facilitate cooperation on
issues that may have cross boundary implications on
flood behaviour and/or hazard.
Government has a responsibility to encourage nongovernment organisations to fulfil essential roles in
assisting the community to recover from flood events.
Responsibilities and Linkages
between Agencies

Communities need to be aware of the risks they
face from flooding, and what to do about them. The
relevant local flood management authorities should be
responsible for informing the community of their risk
exposure. Agencies responsible for emergency response
should be responsible for informing the community
how and when to react during a flood event.
Communities have a responsibility to follow the
direction of emergency response agencies during and
after a flood event and to seek out their assistance
where required.
Communities should be involved in flood risk
management and associated decision-making.

© NSW SES

The agencies which are responsible for responding
to flood emergencies must be clearly identified
in legislation or legally binding management
arrangements.

1.2 Community Responsibility
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2.	Understanding Flood Risk
and Flood Behaviour and its
Importance to Decision-making
Flood behaviour is a result of local factors and the
resultant hazards to both people and property due
to flooding vary across and between floodplains.
Effective understanding and management of flood
risk needs to be undertaken on a local basis in
consideration of catchments and factors that control
flood behaviour and hazard.
Developing an informed understanding of flood
hazards and risk requires appropriate consideration
of the full range of flood events and the associated
impacts on people, property, infrastructure and the
environment for the specific floodplain in question.
Local floodplain management authorities should
develop and implement floodplain management
plans based upon an integrated mix of management
measures addressing the flood risk for a range of
floods, from the minor, more frequent events to the
rarer, more extreme events such as the probable
maximum flood or PMF event.
Informed flood risk management needs to be
undertaken on a strategic basis and consider the:
• tools and data available to assess flood risk.
The importance of understanding historical
flooding and in collecting flood data after an
event should not be under-estimated.
• impacts of floods on the community, emergency
response agencies and the environment.
• measures available to reduce or manage the
existing, future and residual risk from flooding.
• exposure of the community to any ongoing flood
risk and its resilience.
• long term changes that may impact upon the flood
regime. These may be a result of changes in land
use (increased urban development), a change in
land use practices (such as changes in farming or
an increase in the number of farm dams), changes
to the environment (increases or decreases in
riparian, floodplain and catchment vegetation),
and changes to flood mitigation infrastructure.
• cumulative impacts of development of floodplains
or low lying coastal areas.
• adverse affects resulting from climate change
impacts upon both sea level and flood producing
rainfall event frequency and severity as may be
expected within reasonable planning horizons
for land use change and the design life of
development and infrastructure.
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• requirements of all agencies involved in aspects of
flood risk management.
• variation in the vulnerability of the community
to flooding. This is generally dependant upon
demographic trends in age, prevalence for
infirmity, ability to receive and respond to
warnings, and community awareness and
preparedness. Particularly vulnerable sections
of the community that may need additional
consideration include hospitals, schools,
aged care and child care facilities, essential
services and remote aboriginal communities.
This needs consideration in land use and risk
management decisions.
• need to take into account the principles of
ecologically sustainable development through
consideration of relevant government policies
and legislation allowing for the sustainable use of
floodplains and coastal areas as a natural resource.

3.	Managing Flood Risk to Future
Development
Consideration of the flood behaviour for a range of
floods from the minor, more frequent events to the
rarer, more extreme events such as the PMF event, is
required when determining the appropriate location
of development, as well as the controls necessary to
not only reduce the vulnerability of the community
benefiting from the development but also to ensure
that the flood risk to other areas is not increased.
Management of flood hazard to both people and
property are important considerations in land use
planning at all levels, from state wide and regional
planning strategies to local planning regulations.
Due consideration must be given to emergency response
requirements in planning and development controls.
Planning and development controls should consider
the vulnerability of people and property to flooding,
the inherent environmental values of waterways,
floodplains and coastal areas, and the need to
convey and store flood waters. These will change
according to land use, the specific characteristics of
each floodplain, overland flow path or area subject
to coastal inundation and the different types of
development. Some development types may not be
suitable at some locations due to the hazard to the
development or its occupants from flooding.
Authorities responsible for land use planning and
development at all levels should be encouraged
to put in place land use planning strategies and
associated development control policies or plans
with appropriate development limits and controls to
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manage flood hazard to both people and property. It
should be recognised that controls can be expected to
vary across the floodplain as the factors influencing
flood hazard and the degree of flood hazard vary.

4. Managing Flood Risk to Existing
Development
Consideration should be given to mitigating flood
hazard where economic and socially acceptable; to
reduce its devastating impacts on the community
rather than relying on response and recovery.
Management of flood risk to existing development
needs to consider the potential impacts of a range of
floods from the minor, more frequent events to the
rarer, more extreme events such as the PMF event
in deciding upon appropriate mitigation strategies.
These will generally relate to a specific area and they
will need to consider future development needs or
constraints as well as make provision for any flood
risk that cannot be eliminated. A wide range of
mitigation measures should be considered to ensure
that the most appropriate and cost effective measures
are selected and that there is community acceptance
of the residual exposure to flood risk.

5. Flood Warning and Response Enabling People to be Safe
Effective flood warning systems are required as part
of flood response arrangements for the specific flood
problem in question. Flood warning systems may be
simple or technically complex. They must be designed
to serve the particular needs of the emergency
response agencies and community being warned.
Effective flood warning messages should enable the
public to understand the threat posed by the flood
event, the action they should take in response to
this threat, and the assistance that may be available
to them. The use of consistent language in flood

predictions and flood warnings can assist the public
understanding of warnings.
A high standard of flood emergency planning based
on State/Territory guidelines is fundamental to
effective flood risk management. It should be subject
to regular audit.
Flood Emergency Response:
• needs to be based on flood intelligence from
all credible sources. Flood intelligence should
be improved through data collection after
flood events and using information from flood
investigations and the information gathered as
part of these investigations.
• should include detailed evacuation planning where
human populations are threatened.
• should identify infrastructure (such as emergency
hospitals and evacuation centres and routes
and services to them (including emergency
water, sewerage and power supplies)) critical to
emergency response and recovery and understand
the limitations that flooding may place upon its
operation and use during and after an event.

6. Recovery After a Flood Event
Flood recovery operations may involve a range of
agencies from different levels of government and nongovernment organisations. In response to large scale
events a coordinating committee of relevant agencies
should be established and the lead agency for each
area of recovery should be identified. “One-Stop-Shop”
arrangements for government and non-government
assistance may assist in the recovery of the community
in the aftermath of major flood events.
The mobilisation of flood recovery operations must
commence as soon as response operations begin.
Flood recovery arrangements will need to take
account of the availability or otherwise of insurance
within the impact area.
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Paul McGuiggan, Geoff Luther
(New South Wales Fire Brigades, Australian
Communications & Media Authority).

Mary Ireland, Martin Lindsell
(South Australian Department of Families
& Communities, City of Playford).

Rachael Uhr, Nicola Moore, Michael Dickinson
(Local Government Association of Queensland,
Emergency Management Queensland,
Local Government Association of Queensland).

Mel Fazackerley (Tasman Council).

AUSTRALIAN
SAFER COMMUNITIES
AWARDS

The 2008 Australian Safer Communities Awards ceremony
was held in the Mural Hall at Parliament House, Canberra on
Tuesday 11 November 2008.
The Awards recognise best practices and innovations that
help to build safer communities. They cover organisations and
individuals working in risk assessment, research, education and
training, information and knowledge management, prevention,
preparedness, response and recovery.
The Attorney-General, the Hon Robert McClelland MP,
presented the Awards.

Yair Miller, Alan Deutsch, Ronnie Figdor
(New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies,
New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies,
Jewish Emergency Management Plan - Victoria).

Rod Wright, Steve Kozlowski, Rob Cook
(East Gippsland Shire Council).

Mollie Thomas, Col Mitchell, Ian Gannell
(Campbelltown City Council,
Wollindilly Council, Camden Council).

Maria Fletcher, Steve Pendlebury
(Heritage Factory, Tasmania Flood
Warning Consultative).

Zoltan Maklary
(Transurban Victoria).

David Holland, Nigel Taylor
(Life Saving Victoria).

Lewis Winter
(City of Bunbury).
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Tim Wall, Andrew Thompson
(Shire of Busselton).
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CATEGORY

RECIPIENT/PROJECT

Winner - State/Territory
Government Agency

Emergency Management Queensland and the Local Govt Association of
Queensland – ‘Red Alert’ and ‘Get Ready Kidnas’ Disaster Education for
Young People and Children Project

Highly Commended - State/
Territory Government Agency

New South Wales Fire Brigades on behalf of the 2007 National Triple Zero (000)
Awareness Campaign – 2007 National Triple Zero (000) Awareness Campaign

Highly Commended - State/
Territory Government Agency

South Australian Department of Families and Communities –
Virginia Safety in Emergencies

Winner – Local Government

East Gippsland Shire Council, Victoria – Compass Emergency Recovery
Management System

Winner – Local Government

City of Bunbury WA – RISK - Regional Information Sharing of Knowledge

Highly Commended – Local
Government

Tasman Council Tasmania –
Property Bushfire Risk Management Plan Development Kit

Highly Commended – Local
Government

Shire of Busselton, WA – Living Safely in Bush Fire Prone Areas

Highly Commended – Local
Government

Campbelltown City Council, Camden Council and Wollondilly Shire Council NSW
– ‘Drives for Learners in Macarthur’ Booklet and Log Book Run Events

Winner - Volunteer
Organisations

New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies –
Jewish Emergency Management Plan for NSW

Winner – Private Sector
Organisations

Transurban Victoria – CityLink Tunnel Safety Project

Winner – Education, Training
and Research Bodies

Tasmanian Flood Warning Consultative Committee –
Floods and You Teaching Resource

Winner – Education, Training
and Research Bodies

Northern Territory Fire and Rescue Service – Smart Sparx –
Remote Communities Fire Education Program

Winner – Not-for-Profit
Organisations

Life Saving Victoria – Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Communities –
Discovering the Australian Lifesaver

Winner – Projects of National
Significance or CrossJurisdictional

Surf Life Saving Australia – The Australian Coastal Public Safety Guidelines

Highly Commended – Projects
of National Significance or
Cross-Jurisdictional

Australian Geomechanics Society & Sydney Coastal Councils Group –
Landslide Risk Management Guidelines

Highly Commended – Projects
of National Significance or
Cross-Jurisdictional

Mitigation of the Adverse Impact of Cyclones Steering Group Queensland –
Mitigating the Adverse Impacts of Cyclones – Evacuation and Shelter

Alan Stephens, Glenda Ramage
(Northern Territory Fire and Rescue Services).

Andrew Leventhall, Neil Benson
(Australian Geomechanics Society).

Trevor Leverington, Bruce Grady
(Queensland Department of Public Works,
Emergency Management Queensland).

Norm Farmer, Peter Agnew
(Surf Life Saving Australia).

For more information about the Australian Safer Communities Awards
(ASCA), please refer to www.ema.gov.au and select the ASCA link.
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Tsunami planning and
preparation in Western Australia:
application of scientific modelling
and community engagement
Hall, Stevens and Sexton explain how a leading-edge tsunami impact assessments project
combines science, technology and spatial data.

Abstract
Tsunami planning and preparation in Western
Australia (WA) has been shaped by a collaborative
project between the Fire and Emergency Services
Authority (WA) and Geoscience Australia. The
project has led to the development of tsunami
impact assessments in communities identified
as vulnerable to tsunami inundation. Tsunami
preparation and emergency response plans have
been initiated, based on community engagement
workshops to increase stakeholder awareness
of the science and risk of tsunami. The project
has integrated data and expertise across State
and Federal government bodies to build safer
communities in WA.
This tsunami project demonstrates the advantages
of combining science, technology and spatial data
to achieve a leading edge risk assessment.

Introduction
The tragic events of the Indian Ocean tsunami on
26 December 2004 highlighted shortcomings in the
response and alert systems for the threat of tsunami to
Western Australia’s (WA) coastal communities.
The relative risk of a tsunami event to the towns, remote
indigenous communities, and infrastructure for the oil,
gas and mining industries was not clearly understood in
2004. Consequently, no current detailed response plans
for a tsunami event in WA coastal areas existed.
The Indian Ocean tsunami affected the WA coastline
from Bremer Bay on the south coast, to areas north of
Exmouth on the north-west coast, with a number of
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Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery (PPRR).

people rescued from abnormally strong currents and
rips, personal belongings were reportedly inundated
by wave activity at some beaches. More than 30 cm
of water flowed down a coast-side road in Geraldton
on the mid-west coast, and Geordie Bay at Rottnest
Island (19 km off the coast of Fremantle) experienced
five “tides” in three hours, resulting in boats hitting the
ocean bed a number of times.
Vivid images of the devastation caused by the 2004
event across a wide geographical area changed the
public perception of tsunami and demonstrated the
potential enormity of impact from this low frequency,
but high consequence natural hazard.
The source location of the Indian Ocean tsunami event,
the Sunda Arc, is widely recognised as a high probability
area for intra-plate earthquakes. WA’s close proximity to
the area demands a better understanding of tsunami risk
through modelling of the potential social and economic
impacts on communities and critical infrastructure along
the Western Australian coast. Under WA’s emergency
management arrangements, the Fire and Emergency
Services Authority (FESA), has responsibility for
ensuring effective emergency management plans are in
place for tsunami events across the PPRR1 framework.
To improve community awareness and understanding
of tsunami hazard and impact for Western Australia,
FESA established a partnership with Geoscience
Australia (GA) to utilise their considerable scientific
expertise to develop numerical modelling capabilities,
three-dimensional visualisations and GIS-based decision
making tools for tsunami impact on selected WA coastal
communities. Modelling has been completed for the
north-west communities of Broome, Port Hedland,
Dampier, Karratha, Exmouth and Onslow. These
locations were selected following a probabilistic tsunami
assessment for WA conducted by Burbidge et al, 2007
and combined with anecdotal evidence of community
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impact experienced from the Boxing Day 2004 tsunami.
A second phase is now focussed on selected coastal
communities from Carnarvon to Busselton including a
number of Perth metropolitan coastal locations.

The methodology adopted to assess tsunami risk is
based predominantly on computational modelling.
The methodology can be described by the following
five key components:

The best available scientific data has greatly assisted
in shaping local land-use and emergency response
planning. It also provides a tool to assist emergency
responders in the event of a tsunami alert and guides
community awareness programs undertaken by FESA.
This project highlights the need for high-quality
elevation datasets to support tsunami research.

1. A source model that describes the likelihood of a
tsunamigenic source (earthquake, landslide, volcano
or asteroid) initiating a tsunami of a given size and
shape at a given location;

Methodology

2. A tsunami deep-water propagation model to
propagate the wave from the source to the shallow
water off the coast of interest, typically 100m water
depth. The results of this stage can be used to
produce a tsunami hazard map for the region;

• the scientific process, which considered the tsunami
risk and;

3. An inundation model to determine the run-up
(maximum elevation above sea level reached by the
wave) and inundation distance (maximum distance
from the coast reached by the wave) at a given
locality on the coast;

• the preparation and emergency response required
for a tsunami event, which involved community
engagement workshops with stakeholders, to define
the science and risk of tsunamis.

4. A vulnerability model that characterises the nature
and magnitude of the damage that a structure will
experience from a wave of a given amplitude and
velocity, and;

The tsunami project for Western Australia consisted of
two parts:

The project objectives were to:
• identify coastal areas that may be at risk from
tsunami inundation;
• identify emergency managers and responders who
require extra knowledge of the risk and challenges
of tsunami;
• facilitate the local tsunami emergency response
planning for each local government to be affected
by tsunami;
• define differing roles and responsibilities of the
emergency managers and responders;
• develop and implement a communication plan to
raise stakeholder awareness of the potential impacts
of tsunami; and
• enhance planning requirements under WA
Emergency Planning legislation.

The Scientific Process
The scientific process adopted in this project followed
the standard natural hazard risk methodology. This
methodology starts with developing an understanding
of the source and likelihood of the hazard. These factors
are then combined with vulnerability and exposure
models, to estimate potential risk. The process was
underpinned by the needs of emergency managers and
reviewed regularly through strong communication and
interaction between FESA and GA.

2

5. An exposure database for the area of interest.
Combining the hazard, inundation, vulnerability
and exposure data together (steps 3 to 5), formed a
tsunami risk assessment for the area concerned.
The outputs from steps 1 and 2 were critical in
allowing FESA to undertake community profiling and
identify communities at risk. The outputs consisted
of probabilistic offshore tsunami hazard maps that
describe the minimum offshore tsunami wave height
for a given return period, or conversely, the probability
of exceedence for a given wave height, Burbidge et al,
20072. An example of an offshore tsunami hazard is
seen in Figure 1 where the minimum offshore wave
height has a chance of 1 in 500 years of occurring.
Additionally, these outputs also allow the tsunami
source to be identified that contributes to that hazard.
Combining the inundation, vulnerability and exposure
data together (steps 3 to 5), formed a tsunami risk
assessment for the area concerned.
The modelling methodology has relied on two separate
models; URS for the source model (see Wang et al 2006)
and deep water propagation (based on the model of
Satake et al 1992) and ANUGA (see Nielsen et al, 2005)
for the inundation and impact ashore. The reason why
two models are used are twofold; firstly, it is important
to understand the offshore hazard separately so that
locations can be prioritised for detailed modelling and
secondly, it is computationally intensive to use one
model to conduct inundation modelling at one location.

For details on how the probability of tsunami hazard are calculated, see Burbidge et al, 2007.
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The URS and ANUGA models solve the same wave
equations and utilise different computational methods
that are advantageous to their prime purpose. Both
these models have been validated against benchmark
problems and continue to be validated against tsunami
events when data is available. Each model requires
a range of inputs. The source model component of
the URS model requires geophysical inputs such as
convergence rates and seismicity information, and
the propagation component requires bathymetry grids.
The output of the propagation component of the
URS model is then an input to ANUGA. In addition,
ANUGA requires bathymetry and topography at a
much higher resolution than URS as the tsunami
propagation behaviour is increasingly complicated in
the near shore environment.
Figure 1: Offshore Tsunami Hazard Map
describing the minimum off-shore tsunami
height with a probability of exceedance of
1 in 500.

FESA used the hazard map to identify communities
for detailed inundation modelling and to inform a
discussion of the type of event they wished to plan for.
FESA decided to plan for the plausible “worst-case”
scenario which led to source events with a 1 in 10,000
year return period being selected from the hazard map.
Three tsunamis were selected to be representative of the
1 in 10,000 year hazard for the North West Shelf with
the larger of these events generated south of Java and
the remaining two generated further east in the Sumba
section of the Indonesian Arc, see Burbidge et al 2007.
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Figure 2: Schematic of modelling process.

The deep-water propagation model was then
coupled with the inundation model to estimate the
inundation depth and speed and resulting extent.
To make an impact assessment, the outputs from the
inundation model were then coupled with exposure
and vulnerability models to determine the effect
on structures. The vulnerability models have been
developed for framed residential construction based
on limited data found in the literature as well as
observations from the Indian Ocean tsunami event.
The models predict the probability of collapse for an
exposed population and incorporate the following
parameters thought to influence building damage;
inundation depth at building, distance from the coast,
building material (residential framed construction) and
inundation depth in house above floor level, Papathoma
and Dominey-Howes, 2003. The scientific process
is summarised in the schematic shown in Figure 2.
However, there is limited data available to develop these
models and observations from more recent events are
assisting in the ongoing development of these models.
Based on this limited understanding, the number of
residential buildings is reported in terms of structural
and contents losses, rather than damage.
The National Exposure Information System (NEXIS)
contains information about building type, construction
type, people, replacement value and contents value
at buildings level, Krishna and Dhu, 2007. It is built
from a number of fundamental datasets, such as
Census, Mesh blocks, Cadastre, ABS Housing Survey
and the Geo-coded National Address Framework etc.
NEXIS-Residential is used to estimate the number
of residential buildings affected by a tsunami event.
Business or commercial buildings and infrastructure are
not considered in this project as this NEXIS component
is not yet mature and the vulnerability models are
developed for residential buildings only. The input
datasets are of various quality and resolution; therefore
NEXIS derives building level information based on
generic rules and assumptions which produce errors and
uncertainties. Any estimates of damage based on this
data therefore are compared on a relative scale, rather
than in absolute figures.
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Model Outputs
The information requirements of emergency managers
and local land-use planners drove the scientific process
and were identified during workshops across the State.
Specific questions relating to impact included:

Figure 3: Tsunami Model Output – Travel Time
for a hypothetical event.

• what is the time between the earthquake event and
arrival at the location?
• what is the extent of inundation from the tsunami
impact?
• what damage is expected?
• what differences are expected if the tsunami arrives at
the location at different tide levels?
Based on these questions, the model produced the
following outputs:
• time of tsunami arrival;
• maximum inundation maps, and;

Figure 4: Maximum inundation map at
Highest Astronomical Tide.

• estimates of number of inundated houses.
Maximum flow speed maps can assist in understanding
the threat of tsunami in the offshore environment.
These maps can be derived from the model and are
now being recognised as important planning outputs.
To address the issue of tide, the model adopts a
“bath tub approach”, which means that the sea level
is assumed to be at a range of different tide levels as
the tsunami arrives in the area. That is, the tide is not
dynamically modelled and as such, the assessments
can be considered to overestimate the effect of the tide.
For this project, the model is simulated at both Highest
Astronomical Tide (HAT) and at Mean Sea Level
(MSL) for each community (Australian Hydrographic
Service, 2006).
Figures 3-6 show examples of the model outputs; travel
time, maximum inundation at different tide levels, and
maximum flow speed. The travel time map, Figure 3,
provides a higher level of information for the State wide
planning and response to events of this kind. For this
hypothetical event, the travel time map indicates that
once the tsunami arrives at Exmouth, it will impact
Broome in less than an hour. This information would
have consequences for emergency response in deploying
resources over that distance. Figure 3 also shows how
the travel time is affected by the shallow bathymetry
on a regional scale. The maximum inundation maps,
Figures 4 and 5, provide an estimate of the inundation
extent thereby providing an indication of roads that
could be cut and services potentially impacted. Figure 6
describes the maximum flow speed that could be
used to assist the marine community in preparing for
tsunami events.

Figure 5: Maximum inundation map at
Mean Sea Level.
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The Need for Elevation Datasets

Figure 6: Maximum flow speed map at
Highest Astronomical Tide.
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This leading edge research would not have been
possible without various organisations sharing geospatial
information both in the marine environment and
onshore areas of impact. The datasets underpinning
the risk assessments were considered to be the best
available at the time of modelling and have been
sourced from Landgate and the Department of
Planning and Infrastructure (DPI) within the State
Government of Western Australia. These datasets
have been supplemented with offshore data from the
Australian Hydrographic Office (AHO) and Geoscience
Australia (GA).
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Scientific Findings
The key finding of this analysis is the important role
the local topography and bathymetry play in protecting
the six selected communities from onshore tsunami
impact. In particular, the high beach dunes appear to
have a significant role in the resultant inundation
(both in a positive and negative sense) and the location
at which the tsunami reached the highest elevation
(i.e. run-up height), which typically occurred on the
dunes themselves. It must be noted that the model does
not take into account any changes to the topography as
a result of the tsunami itself.
The greatest offshore flow speeds at HAT are up to
10 m/s (20 knots/36 km/hr) in some locations, which
may pose an equivalent or even greater threat to the
marine environment than the onshore impact. The
flow speeds are slightly reduced at MSL, but may still
be significant, especially close to, and on the beach.
All of the model-based risk analyses to date have
concluded that significant dangerous currents and rips
are generated near-shore. This phenomenon has now
been recognised by the local emergency management
communities and incorporated into local emergency
management plans. In particular, implications for
recreational activity and commercial operations (offshore,
on the beach and dunes) are being considered.
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Travel time is dictated by a combination of distance from
the source and the bathymetry to the coastal community.
Importantly, once a tsunami is detected at the western
end of the North West Shelf, it will be then impact the
length of the shelf in under an hour. For each of the
tsunami modelled, the first communities to be impacted
are Exmouth and Onslow which are closest to the edge
of the Continental Shelf. The last community to be
impacted (out of the six considered) is Karratha which
may be a result of the shallow water and the complex
island chains in the region.

Some of the data is incomplete in coverage and
verification of data quality has not always been easy
or even possible.
The predicted tsunami impacts are sensitive to variations
in elevation data and the tsunami source, and should be
used with caution. This is an open area of research and
the required resolution is not yet fully understood.
Data coverage has not been consistent across the
identified communities, which has been acknowledged
when making comparative assessments. Western
Australian agencies are now working more closely with
other jurisdictions to develop and employ strategies for
a nationally available and consistent data set.
For example, the WA Land Information System (WALIS)
marine group is working with the Department of
Defence and other States to address these issues.
Validation and sensitivity analysis is currently being
conducted in order to improve the accuracy and
reliability of tsunami risk estimates in Australia.
Importantly, while many of these improvements will
come from national scale research, there is a crucial
need to incorporate all available State datasets that could
support this work. This includes up to date bathymetry
and topography, which is invaluable for refining
models as well as high resolution exposure data,
which ultimately describes the tsunami impact to
identified communities.

Tsunami Preparation and Response
In the preparation of the project plan, FESA
community engagement included consultation with
local government, remote indigenous communities,
Emergency Management Committees, industry, tourist
bodies and other community groups.
The approach used in this project was based principally
on the input and guidance of local communities,
FESA’s experienced emergency service personnel, and
through the scientific research gained from collaborative
agreements with GA and the Bureau of Meteorology.
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The project outcomes are:
• the community, industry, volunteer and career
response groups, media, and local government will
know the threat, risks and action to take for tsunami
in at risk areas;
• emergency Managers are aware of the science, risks
and threats of tsunami;
• emergency Managers will positively reflect their
partnership responsibilities with the community,
industry, volunteer response groups, media, and local
government for the emergency management of a
tsunami event;
• effective local, district and state emergency
management arrangements are established and
emergency management committees, the community,
industry, volunteer and career response groups,
media, and local government have embraced the
preparedness requirements for tsunami;
• standard coordination and response protocols in an
‘all hazards’ context established;
• tsunami planning is embedded in local emergency
planning by mid 2009; and
• where there is a risk of tsunami inundation, local
government review land use planning.
Regional milestones were established to achieve staff
and community awareness, development of local and
regional emergency plans and an exercise and review
phase was included to evaluate the response plans.
Figure 7: Community engagement at Broome.

The first phase of the project involved an Introduction
to Tsunami Workshop (ITEM - designed by the
Australian Tsunami Working Group and supported by
Emergency Management Australia) for local emergency
managers who have a key role in the preparation and
response functions for a tsunami event in their area. In
excess of 25 workshops were conducted across the State
involving over 500 participants.
The second phase involved conducting special awareness
sessions for the coastal and indigenous communities at
risk. Attendees at these sessions included emergency
managers and responders, emergency management
committees, indigenous leaders, local government and
industry. The purpose of these sessions was to bring the
groups together and give them an understanding of the
threat and actions they need to consider in the event
of a tsunami warning or alert. The workshops were
characterised by a high level of collaboration between all
participants with a wide range of issues identified.
The third phase involved returning to the communities
and assisting them with their local tsunami emergency
management plans.. This included delivery of the set
of tools that were designed from the scientific research
conducted by GA to assist emergency responders in the
event of a tsunami alert.
The final phase was conducting exercises at the State,
regional and local levels. A total of four exercises were
conducted over a one week period, and involved the
Bureau of Meteorology notifying FESA of a tsunami
warning or alert and this information being disseminated
to the local emergency managers to implement local
emergency tsunami plans. This dissemination occurred
in a timely and effective manner.

Further Tsunami Research in WA
FESA and GA are currently undertaking tsunami impact
modelling in the localities of Carnarvon, Geraldton,
sections of the coastline of the Perth metropolitan area and
Busselton. This risk modelling is scheduled for completion
by December 2008 and is embracing the same community
planning focus used for the north-west communities.
It also provides a model that other jurisdictions can
adopt in understanding tsunami risk to their coastline.

Western Australia Project
Implementation
The immediate priority for FESA was to design a secure
and robust process to disseminate a tsunami warning or
alert from the Joint Australian Tsunami Warning Centre
(JATWC) in a timely manner to emergency managers,
responders, community, and other stakeholders so local
plans can be enacted.

National and International Awards
An Asia-Pacific Spatial Excellence Award – 2007 (in
the category of Spatially Enabled Government) was
jointly awarded to GA and FESA for their work on
Tsunami Risk Modelling for Emergency Management.
This award recognises projects that use spatial
information and technology to improve government
productivity, efficiency, service delivery, and help agencies
integrate ‘customer-centric’ service delivery models.
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The Australian Safer Communities Award - 2007
(sponsored by Emergency Management Australia),
category of Pre-Disaster – Projects of National
Significance, was jointly awarded to GA and FESA for
their development and application of applying state of
the art science to model tsunami risk, and the effective
communication of this science to inform and underpin
local emergency management plans and response
arrangements in Western Australia.

Figure 8: Some of the FESA and Geoscience
Australia team members.
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Conclusion
The FESA – GA tsunami modelling has improved
community safety in WA, by raising community
awareness and providing a solid platform of knowledge
on which emergency management planners can now
base plans. It allows emergency managers to prioritise
planning and mitigation activities for communities
that are identified at greater risk and provides initial
estimates of tsunami impact based on a selection
of representative “worst-case” scenarios. FESA can
now gain a picture of how a tsunami could affect the
length of the WA coastline and also identify potential
implications that may compromise emergency response
infrastructure.
Emergency management planning is now based on a
realistic understanding of the likely consequences of a
tsunami in WA. This project has served to emphasise
and highlight phenomena associated with tsunami that
must be managed for an effective response.
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Policy implications of future
increases in extreme weather
events due to climate change
Karl Sullivan of the Insurance Council of Australia outlines the shifts required to increase
future communities’ resilience to more extreme weather events.

Abstract
The first part of this extracted paper focuses
on the importance of community resilience and
what makes a community resilient. The second
part focuses on the contribution of insurance to
resilience. The third part examines possible ways
to improve community resilience in the areas of
emergency and recovery planning and financial
risk mitigation against extreme events due to
climate change

Introduction
Improving the community’s ability to withstand and
recover from extreme weather events, particularly those
predicted as a result of climate change, requires an
elementary shift in approaches to:
• risk management of the built environment; and
• policies and human behaviours that underpin
community resilience to extreme weather events.
The general insurance industry has recently released
a paper detailing the policy shifts required in order to
increase community resilience to a future with more
extreme weather events. This brief extract addresses two
of the six policy elements required. A full version of the
paper is available at www.insurancecouncil.com.au .

essential risk cover for Australians. The industry provides
a financial recovery mechanism from weather related
catastrophes by evaluating, pricing and spreading the risk
of such events, and then paying claims when they arise.
The general insurance industry therefore has a heightened
awareness of climate change driven by predictions of an
increasing number of extreme weather events.
For some decades the global industry has been involved
in research concerning the impacts of extreme weather
events on communities and has keenly followed the
results of climate change research as it has been matured
by the scientific community.
There is agreement in the scientific community that a
level of climate change can now be described as ‘locked
in’ or as ‘unavoidable’. This is regardless of even the most
aggressive mitigation and greenhouse reduction proposals.
These ‘locked in’ changes will arrive on the back of an
Australian environment that already has a rich history of
weather related natural disasters. On this basis there is a
strong need to continue to adapt to the current level of
extreme weather events that occur in Australia as well as
to the predicted increases in extremes.

Figure 1: Average Proportional Cost of Natural
Disasters by Type 1967–1999 BTE (2001).

The method employed in this document is to focus on
the concept of community resilience as a function of the
built and social environment.

General insurance and extreme
weather events
Weather and climate are core business for the general
insurance industry.
In Australia 19 of the 20 largest property losses in the
previous 40 years have been weather related. It is in
this context that general insurance products provide
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The focus for the general insurance industry is to assist
in increasing community resilience to extreme weather
events as they manifest now and how they may manifest
into the future.

financial and societal damage. Recovery from the
extreme event takes longer and the final results are
often that the community is permanently weakened
and prone to further impacts from smaller scale events.
For example a community with:

What is Resilience?

• poor fire mitigation processes;

Resilience in the context of an extreme weather event is
the measure of a community’s or individual’s ability to
respond effectively to change or an extreme event.
Communities that develop a high level of resilience
are better able to withstand a crisis event and have
an enhanced ability to recover from residual impacts.
Communities that possess resilience characteristics can
also arrive on the other side of a crisis in a stronger
position than pre-event. For example a community with:
• well rehearsed emergency plans;
• superior fire mitigation processes in the cooler
months;
• appropriate building controls, suitable to local
hazards and risks; and
• widely adopted personal and business financial
mitigation measures (eg insurance suitable to
the risks)

• inappropriate building controls & land use zoning;
and
• a low take up of personal and business insurance
that faces the same extreme fire event as in the previous
example is likely to suffer greater financial, physical,
emotional and societal impact and could be expected to
take longer to recover, if it recovers at all.

It’s not just the weather
that is changing
It is important to recognise that an increase in the scale
and frequency of extreme weather events is not the only
factor that will lead to potentially greater impacts on
individuals, businesses and the community.

is likely to suffer less during an extreme fire event and is
likely to be able to recover quickly both financially and
physically, and as a community.

Urban development and growth is literally changing
the Australian landscape. Prosperous communities are
becoming more densely populated and construction
and rebuilding costs increase each year as do the values
of the individual assets that can be found inside a
geographic area.

Communities that exhibit poor resilience are unable
to effectively absorb the impacts of extreme events
and therefore are prone to suffering greater physical,

As an example, Rhodes in NSW underwent significant
(but typical) urban development during the last
70 years.

Figure 2: High vs Poor Resilience Communities – Response to & Recovery from a Crisis Event.

Community with High
Resilience Characteristics
Eg – A fire affected
community that has:
• Superior fire mitigation
efforts
• Appropriate building
controls
• Appropriate insurance
cover

Community with Poor
Resilience Characteristics
Eg – A fire affected
community that has:
• Poor fire mitigation
processes
• Inappropriate building
controls & land use
zoning
• A low take up of
personal and business
insurance
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The characteristics of a resilient community.

COMMUNITY
UNDERSTANDING
OF WEATHER
RELATED RISKS

RISK
APPROPRIATE
LANDUSE
PLANNING &
ZONING

RISK
APPROPRIATE
MITIGATION
MEASURES

Models show that an extreme hail event occurring in
this location in 1930 would have cost an equivalent of
$5 million. However, due to the increased development
in this area, the changes in the nature of its use and
a subsequent increase in the value of the assets to be
found in the area – the same storm occurring in 2007
yields a potential damage bill of $900 million.
Community resilience to extreme weather events relies
fundamentally on the nature of the community and the
geography that it occupies. As we move forward into
a climate presenting more extreme weather events it is
critical that we note and, where necessary adapt urban
planning and development to address the growing risks
and the consequential losses to the community.

The nexus between community
resilience and extreme weather
events under climate change
Resilience can be characterised by six key ingredients,
which in turn are driven by the community’s
understanding and acceptance of the risks they face
in their environment.
The policies, procedures and practices that enshrine
the community’s approach to maintaining resilience
are captured by legislation and regulation at local,
state and federal government levels. Building codes,
state planning legislation, local government by-laws,
zoning arrangements, emergency planning arrangements
and even taxation arrangements all serve to guide
the community in maintaining a safe and profitable
approach to life and business.
This spectrum of regulations and arrangements have
been formed over time and have been based upon
historical assumptions about the nature, frequency
and intensity of extreme weather events and coastal
sea levels. For example coastal planning guidelines
have been based in part on the assumption of a certain
mean sea level for the life of a development. Building
codes and standards have also been based upon static
assumptions of historic gust wind speeds, and many
stormwater mitigation and drainage systems have been
designed for historic 1:100 inundation events.

RISK
APPROPRIATE
PROPERTY
PROTECTION
STANDARDS

FINANCIAL RISK
MITIGATION IN
THE COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY
EMERGENCY &
RECOVERY
PLANNING

So far, this approach has delivered a fitting balance
between the risks and costs to the community. However,
present day climate change modelling indicates that
many historic assumptions used in making decisions
for life-cycle management of the built environment and
community operation are no longer appropriate.
This extract will provide a summary of policy
conclusions for community emergency planning and
financial risk mitigation.

Community emergency &
recovery planning
Australian governments have undertaken considerable
efforts in recent years to improve emergency response
and recovery capabilities in Australia. This has involved
investment in training and resources at the tactical
level (SES, Fire Brigades etc), at the operational level
(State Recovery Committees etc) and in many instances
at the community level (local government emergency
planning and guidance for personal emergency planning).
Both the States and Commonwealth should continue
robust development of Tactical Response Capabilities
and inter & intra State Coordination Capabilities.
Development of these capabilities must keep pace with
any observed change in the frequency, intensity and
nature of extreme weather events.
It is recommended that the Australian Emergency
Management Committee adopt a standing agenda item
regarding climate change observations and weather
impacts, to facilitate discussion about growing needs
in the emergency services environment to face new or
increased threats.
It is equally important that the general insurance
industry maintain pace with advancements in
government response arrangements, so that delivery of
insurance services ‘at the time of greatest need’ following
an extreme weather event is as efficient as possible. In
this context the general insurance industry will maintain
a continuous improvement program for the Industry
Catastrophe Coordination Arrangements, first developed
in 2007.
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Financial risk mitigation in the
community
Effective and efficient insurance markets remain a
fundamental feature of advanced economies.
The provision of insurance enables economic agents
to cost the risk of a given activity and if appropriate,
transfer this risk according to their own risk profile.
This profiling of risk enables economies to more flexibly
and efficiently allocate resources, thereby encouraging
stronger investment/growth leading to higher living
standards.
In other words, general insurance serves as an economic
enabler, with its contribution to economic growth being:
• the important task of pricing risk and “monetising”
risky activity;
• facilitating the allocation of resources across the
wider economy;

Using data from the ABS Household Expenditure Survey,
the Non Insurance Report found that of Australia’s 7.7
million residential households, some 1.8 million or
23 per cent did not have a building or contents insurance
policy. The report also utilised previously unpublished
data from the Roy Morgan Single Source Survey (RMSS)
to profile the characteristics and demographics of the
non insured population of Australia.

Who are the non-insured?

• reducing transaction and friction costs as parties seek
to transfer risk from the adverse to those more willing
to take on risk;

Non insurance is closely correlated to many
demographic variables such as life stage, age, location,
education and country of birth. In particular, non
insurance tended to be associated with households:

• supporting economic development by facilitating
activities/investment of a higher risk;

• that were young or at earlier stages of life;

• reducing the burden on Government/public
sector resources in the event of a major event or
catastrophe, thereby transferring the cost of recovery
from the public to private sector; and

• born in non Western societies;

• supporting the principle of mutual obligation and
personal responsibility within individuals and
communities by encouraging risk adaptation and risk
mitigation strategies.
Personal risk offsetting through the adoption of
appropriate insurance cover for an individual’s
significant assets remains the best way for community
members to protect themselves against the residual risk
(post mitigation) of extreme weather related events.
A resilient community will have a good level of general
insurance cover access and availability, allowing
individuals recourse to financial re-imbursement should
assets and belongings be damaged or lost due to an
insurable event.
Communities who do not have adequate levels of
insurance will have a greater reliance on government
relief and community appeals – placing an additional
burden on the community, the government and
ultimately on all tax payers. Personal adoption of
financial risk mitigation against future events remains
the most cost effective and resilient course of action.
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Unfortunately there are obstacles to achieving
comprehensive levels of insurance coverage in
communities. In May 2007, the Insurance Council
released the report “Non Insurance: Who, Why and
Trends”. This study, undertaken by the Centre for Law
and Economics at the Australian National University
profiled non insurance in the Australian community.

1

• living in cities and in particular localities and regions
in cities;
• with lower levels of education; and
• without full time work.
The report also found that those households with
weaker capacities to protect against loss (i.e., they have
limited financial reserves) were less likely to take out
insurance to inoculate themselves against future loss.

Reducing the non-insurance rate in
Australia to help increase community
resilience
The approach taken by the Insurance Council to address
non-insurance has been to establish a financial inclusion
framework. This framework has as its core components
integrating three elements:
• improving the understanding of insurance through
financial literacy;
• ensuring that regulatory and policy settings support
and encourage insurance (such as taxation relief on
insurance); and
• ensuring that commercially sustainable supply and
product is available to meet the needs of consumers.

Insurance Council of Australia (2007): “The Non Insured: Who, Why and Trends” page 37, www.ica.com.au
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Improving financial literacy
The Insurance Council, in conjunction with a non
government partner, is committed to the development
of insurance “curricula” for integration with financial
literacy programs currently undertaken by nongovernment organisations (NGOs). Research from the
Insurance Council has indicated that insurance literacy
programs are underdeveloped and that non-government
organisations welcome strengthening this aspect of their
financial literacy efforts.
The Insurance Council has been rolling out the curricula
in a financial literacy framework amongst NGOs in the
second half of 2008. The underlying goals of the project
are:
• to strengthen the capacities of individuals in marginal
communities to understand the basic concepts and
principles operating in insurance;
• to see the role that insurance plays in protection of
loss; and
• to better value and price insurance.

Improving regulatory settings for
insurance
The Non-Insurance Report1 commissioned by the
Insurance Council concluded that:

• analysis suggests that these state taxes have impacted
the take-up of insurance and in doing so, caused
losses to society. The analysis supports the view that
demand for contents insurance is more price sensitive
than for building insurance; and
• only NSW and Victoria still impose a fire service
levy on insurance premiums. The data presented
supports the view that this approach to funding the
fire services is costly to society. Other jurisdictions
have successfully migrated to other more efficient and
equitable funding methods. These should be explored
by NSW and Victoria. All states should also consider
alternatives to stamp duties on insurance.
The Insurance Council commissioned the Australian
National University’s Dr Richard Tooth to undertake
further and more detailed analysis into the elasticity of
demand for house and contents insurance1.
The elasticity study used econometric analysis to more
closely examine the factors that affect demand for house
and contents insurance. The report sought to determine:
• the effect of a change in government policies toward
state taxes on insurance;
• an estimate a price elasticity of demand2 for
house and contents insurance; and
• other factors that may influence the demand for
insurance.

• state taxes on building and contents insurance in
Australia are significant, varying between 18% and
45% on top of the pre tax premiums;
Estimated effect of removing premium based taxes on the take-up of contents insurance
(source: Tooth, 2007)
Households (000s) without contents insurance
Forecast reduction today if

1

2

From 2003/04
survey

FSL were removed

Jurisdiction

Estimate

Estimate

Std. Error

Estimate

Std. Error

New South Wales

795

98.6

(26.9)

130.6

(37.9)

Victoria

491

83.2

(22.7)

109.5

(31.7)

Queensland

441

24.3

(6.7)

South Australia

137

13.6

(3.8)

Western Australia

210

16.3

(4.6)

Tasmania

47

2.6

(0.7)

A.C.T. and N.T.

49

3.0

(0.9)

Total

2,170

300

(86)

182

FSL, stamp duties, and
IPT were removed

(49)

Dr Richard Tooth (2007) “An Analysis of the Demand for House and Contents Insurance in Australia”
(A report for the Insurance Council of Australia).
Given the nature of insurance provision, the elasticity estimated is that of the combined effect of supply and demand.
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Estimated effect of removing premium based taxes on the take-up of building insurance
(source: Tooth, 2007)
Households (000s) without building insurance (owner occupiers not in body corporate)
Forecast reduction today if
From 2003/04
survey

FSL were removed

Jurisdiction

Estimate

Estimate

Std. Error

Estimate

Std. Error

New South Wales

70

22.8

(11.6)

26.1

(14.3)

Victoria

51

26.4

(13.1)

30.4

(16.0)

Queensland

34

4.8

(2.2)

South Australia

14

3.2

(1.5)

Western Australia

25

3.5

(1.6)

Tasmania

7

0.8

(0.4)

A.C.T. and N.T.

3

0.4

(0.2)

Total

203

69

(36)

49

The elasticities for house and contents insurance
estimated by Dr Tooth were then used to estimate the
additional take up of insurance upon reform of insurance
taxes. The predicted additional take up of general
insurance following reform of insurance taxes is outlined
below. The taxes mentioned are the fire services levy
(FSL), stamp duty and insurance protection tax (IPT).
According to the results in the two tables above from
Tooth (2007), removing FSL in NSW alone would
lead to an additional 100,000 households taking up
contents insurance and an additional 22,000 taking
up building insurance. Moreover, removing, all
NSW insurance premium taxes would see an
additional 150,000 households taking out additional
home and contents insurance.
In the final distillation of this analysis it is clear that the
uptake of personal insurance lines remains significantly
price sensitive. The taxation of general insurance is a
significant deterrent to uptake and must be considered
as part of any wider strategy to increase community
resilience to extreme weather events. The Insurance
Council is engaged on a wide front on the subject of
non-insurance.

FSL, stamp duties, and
IPT were removed

(25)

Conclusion
Improving community resilience through adaptive
measures will allow Australian communities to continue
leading a safe and prosperous lifestyle in an environment
that is subject to more extreme weather related events.
Resilience, however, is a complex matter and it will
take considerable time and effort to implement even the
issues canvassed in this document.
The community must be prepared well in advance of
manifestation of more frequent extreme weather events,
particularly where the protection of property
is concerned.
Action is required in each of the areas discussed in
this article for communities to be confident that their
lifestyle and assets will be maintained into the future.

About the author
Karl Sullivan is the Insurance Council of Australia’s general
manager for policy, risk and disaster planning. He can be
contacted at ksullivan@ica.com.au.
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Product supply
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Continued development and adaptation of insurance
products to suit the needs of the community is a critical
issue that is remains at the core of the competitive
nature of the industry. As part of this development
process it will be crucial to develop commercially
viable products that not only serve consumers well,
but maintain a sustainable industry capable of
responding to extreme events.
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The cost of natural disasters
in Australia: the case for
disaster risk reduction
Ryan Crompton and John McAneney examine the cost to Australia of natural disasters.

After adjusting the Insurance Council of Australia’s
Disaster List for 2006 societal conditions, we
estimate Australia’s average annual insured loss
due to natural perils to be around $1 billion.
Worldwide, the costs of natural disasters are
increasing (Swiss Reinsurance Company, 2006)
leading to concerns that human-induced climate
change is contributing to this trend. The authors
demonstrate that demographic and societal
changes are overwhelmingly responsible for the
increasing costs of natural disasters in Australia.
While there is no guarantee that this situation
will continue, the authors proffer the case for
increased efforts and policies aimed at reducing
the vulnerability of communities to natural
hazards. Any gains in disaster risk reduction made
will stand Australia in good stead now and into
the future.

The Insurance Council of Australia’s
(ICA) disaster list
Our starting point is the ICA’s Natural Disaster Event
List (hereafter, called the “Disaster List”) of significant
insured losses. The first entry is the 1967 Hobart
bushfires and for this and each subsequent event
the database documents date of occurrence; type of
hazard; areas affected; and total insured (industry) cost
in “original” dollars. Although the threshold loss for
inclusion in the database has varied over time, most
events caused losses in excess of AUD$10 million.
Our focus here is necessarily upon insured rather
than economic losses for the simple reason that the
former are measured, whereas economic losses are not.
In developed countries, insured losses contribute a
major part of the direct economic losses1. This will be
especially true in Australia where insurance penetration
has been traditionally high.
1

Figure 1: (a) Original annual aggregate insured
losses (AUD$M) for weather-related events
in the Disaster List for 12-month periods
beginning 1 July. (b) as for (a) but with losses
normalised to current (2006) values. (Source:
Crompton and McAneney (2008).)
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Abstract

Figure 1a shows the original losses in the Disaster List
with five geological events – four earthquakes and
one tsunami – excluded in order to focus upon the
impact of meteorological hazards, whose frequency and
intensity may alter as a consequence of global climate
change. Annual aggregate losses have been calculated for
12-month periods beginning July 1 to take account of
the southern hemisphere seasonality of meteorological
hazards; the series begins at the 1966 season (1966/67)
and ends with the 2005 season.
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Our interest is to estimate the likely losses if these same
historical events were to recur, in particular, if they
were to impact society in 2006. To do this, Crompton
et al. (2005) developed a normalisation methodology to
adjust for changes in population, wealth and inflation
since the time of the original event. The approach uses
the increase in the number of dwellings and the average
nominal (in other words, in the dollars of the day)
dwelling values as surrogates for population, wealth and
inflation variables.

In the US, for example, the National Hurricane Centre has often simply assumed that direct economic losses are roughly twice the insured
loss (Pielke et al. 2008).
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An additional factor that cannot be ignored under
Australian conditions is the influence of building
regulations that stipulate more wind-resistant construction
in tropical cyclone–prone areas. These regulations were
introduced in Darwin after Tropical Cyclone Tracy (1974),
in Queensland officially in 1982, but in Townsville from
about 1976, and in the rest of Australia in about 1990
(G. R. Walker, pers. com.). In this study we have assumed
a ‘common’ introduction date of 1981, a year that also
coincides with the Australian census. For complete
details of the normalisation methodology, including
the adjustment for tropical cyclone losses, the reader is
referred to Crompton and McAneney (2008). In the next
section, we discuss the normalised losses and then briefly
examine the implications of these results for policy and
disaster management.

Results

Table 1 ranks the top 10 normalised event losses
(all perils now, not just meteorological) with the
Newcastle earthquake and Tropical Cyclone Tracy
topping the list with losses of around AUD$4 billion.
Five distinct perils are represented in the top 10 losses.
The reason that a repeat of the Newcastle earthquake
is expected to cause a similar insured loss to a repeat
of Tropical Cyclone Tracy (Table 1) is a direct result
of the fact that no seismic building codes analogous
to the wind loading prescriptions exist for the design
of residential homes. Seismic risk is simply not
treated seriously in Australia, a fact that is no doubt
occasioned by the relatively low frequency of damaging
earthquakes. The Newcastle experience, however, makes
it clear that a modest earthquake in a built-up area can
be expensive in terms of property losses and lives lost.
Figure 1: (b)
4500
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3500
Normalised Losses (2006)
(AUD$ million)

When correctly normalised for the variables mentioned
above, the time series of insured losses (Figure 1b)
exhibits no obvious trend (increase or decrease) over the
last four decades. In other words, the increasing cost of
insured losses over time is overwhelmingly explained by
demographic and societal changes. Contrary to popular
belief, there is no discernable evidence that humaninduced climate change is significantly impacting
Australian insured losses, yet. This is an important
conclusion and consistent with that reached by Pielke
and Landsea (1998) and Pielke et al. (2008) in relation
to economic losses from hurricanes in the US.
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Table 1: Ten highest ranked insured event normalised losses. The current loss estimates the loss if the
historical event was to recur in 2006.
Rank

Event

Year

Location

State

Original Loss
(AUD$million)

Current Loss
as at 2006
(AUD$million)

1

Earthquake

1989

Newcastle

NSW

862

4300

2

Tropical Cyclone
Tracy

1974

Darwin

NT

200

3650

3

Hailstorm

1999

Sydney

NSW

1700

3300

4

Flood*

1974

Brisbane

QLD

68

2090

5

Hailstorm

1985

Brisbane

QLD

180

1710

6

Ash Wednesday
Bushfires

1983

Multiple

VIC / SA

176

1630

7

Hailstorm

1990

Sydney

NSW

319

1470

8

Tropical Cyclone
Madge

1973

Multiple

QLD / NT / WA

30

1150

9

Hailstorm

1976

Sydney

NSW

40

730

10

Hailstorm

1986

Sydney

NSW

104

710

*The 1974 Brisbane floods resulted from the degeneration of Tropical Cyclone Wanda.
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Figure 2 classifies the weather-related normalised losses
by hazard-type showing their contribution to relative
event frequency and to the total normalised loss.
Tropical cyclone and hailstorms together are responsible
for 37% of the total number of events but over 60% of
the total normalised loss. Conversely, thunderstorms
account for nearly the same number of events, but only
11% of the total loss. Riverine flooding is potentially
under-represented in this analysis because this peril has
not been consistently insured.
Figure 2: Percentage of the number of and total
normalised loss from all weather-related events
in the normalised Disaster List by hazardtype. Event losses from hailstorms have been
separated from other forms of thunderstorms
(Crompton and McAneney, 2008)).

Policy implications
The evidence reviewed here suggests that societal factors
– dwelling numbers and values - are the predominant
reasons for the increasing cost of insured losses due to
natural disasters in Australia. There are simply more
people and insured assets in vulnerable parts of the
country. The impact of anthropogenic climate change on
Australian insured losses is not detectable at this time.
This being the case, it seems logical that in addition
to reducing greenhouse gas emissions, significant
investments be made to reduce our society’s vulnerability
to current and future extreme events, irrespective of how
their frequency and intensity might change in the future.
We are aware of few disaster risk reduction policies
explicitly developed to help Australian communities
adapt to a changing climate, yet disaster risk reduction
should be core to climate adaptation policies (Bouwer et
al. 2007). Improvements in construction standards, as
mentioned earlier, have seen dramatic reductions in windinduced losses in Tropical Cyclones Winifred (1986) and
Aivu (1989) (Walker, 1999) and most recently, Larry
(2006) (Henderson et al. 2006, Guy Carpenter 2006).
While wind code regulation was not introduced with
adaptation to climate change in mind, it underlines the
important gains that can be made and why there is a need
to expand the role of disaster risk reduction.

Figure 3 shows the contribution of the various states
and territories to the average annual loss in current
(2006) dollars of AUD$930 million2. This figure
includes earthquake losses. New South Wales accounts
for nearly half of this amount. Rapid development in
other states may act to change this balance in the future.
Figure 3: Distribution by State and Territory of
the national average annual normalised loss.
Losses due to geological hazards have been
included in this figure. (Data source: Crompton
and McAneney (2008).)

The success of regulated wind-codes in reducing the vulnerability
of residential homes in areas prone to tropical cyclones is an
example of what can be achieved when there is a demonstrated
need and political will.
2

Values in Figures 2 and 3 vary slightly from those given Crompton et al. (2008) due to ongoing refinements to the normalisation process and
data sources.
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Conclusions
We estimate average annual insured losses in Australia
to be of the order of $1 billion in today’s dollars and
conclude that changing societal factors are the principal
reasons underlying the increasing cost of natural
disasters in this country. Despite the large cost, there is
a positive message in this: Australia can, if it so chooses,
control where and how people live and build. It is now
relatively easy to identify homes vulnerable to threats
such as tropical cyclone, hailstorm, bushfire, riverine
flood, coastal flooding, etc. at least to an accuracy
sufficient to underpin prudent policy decisions (Risk
Frontiers Natural Hazard Profiles on-line: http://www.
mapds.com.au/solutions_risk_frontiers.aspx; Chen and
McAneney, 2005 and 2006). The success of improved
wind loading code regulation shows what can be done
where there is a demonstrated need and political will.
Social governance of this kind in relation to other
natural perils would result in immediate improvements
in community resilience to both current and future
climates. The choice is ours.
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Phoenix: development and
application of a bushfire risk
management tool
Tolhurst, Shields and Chong discuss the bushfire risk management model
being developed by the Bushfire CRC.

Abstract
The need for an independent and comprehensive
risk assessment system for all natural disasters
in Australia was recognised by the Council of
Australian Governments (COAG). The Australian/
New Zealand Standard for Risk Management
provides a framework for this consistent and
comprehensive approach, but this system needs
to be applied to each type of disaster taking into
account the unique facets of each. The Bushfire
Risk Management Model being developed by the
Bushfire CRC is one application of this framework.
This model goes further than previous models
and developed internationally because it directly
relates the impact of various management
strategies to changes in fire characteristics across
the landscape, using PHOENIX, and then to the
nature of the impact on various values and assets
in the landscape. This model is intended for use
by fire agencies, land managers, town and land
planners, and policy makers.

Introduction
State and federal governments need consistent and
comparative measures on all types of natural disasters
(DOTARS 2004) to allocate resources and formulate
policies. Fire managers, land managers, policy makers
and land use planners need decision support tools that
can assess the level of bushfire risk to a wide range of
values and assets, and also demonstrate the benefits or
otherwise of alternative management strategies.
The traditional approach to fire management has been
based on fire suppression using “Standards of Fire
Cover”. This methodology has been used at least since
World War II (Home Office 1985) and has been adopted
in many countries of the world, including Australia.
The underlying theory of fire cover is that across an
agency’s management area, like-risk receives like-

cover. As an example, the Victorian public land Model
(standard) of Fire Cover (NRE 2000, CFA 2001, OESC
2001) classifies the threat from each identified problem
element and mitigation limitation (e.g. travel time) into
low, medium or high risk categories. These elements are
then assessed in combination to obtain an overall level
of threat.
A more spatially explicit approach, using Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) technology, is Wildfire Threat
Analysis (WTA) (e.g. Hawkes & Beck 1997, Vakalis
et al. 2004, Daniel & Tunstead 2004). This process
attempts to quantify the spatial distribution of wildfire
risk. The typical output of WTA is a map depicting the
different levels of “threat”. “Threat” is determined using
various mathematical summations of the specified input
elements from GIS layers. WTA has been widely applied
in Australia, New Zealand and elsewhere with probably
the best developed systems being in Western Australia
(Sneeuwjagt 1998) and New Zealand (Leathwick &
Briggs 2001). However, WTA takes a relatively static
view of fire.
In some places, Wildfire Threat Analysis has lead to
more detailed wildfire risk assessments. These tend to
be either quite complex, using detailed spatial data, or
quite simple, relying on simple questionnaire material.
The spatial models are used by governments or fire
agencies and at a landscape scale. The simpler models
tend to be developed and used by a local community or
individual home owners and are used at a community
and home scale.
Examples of complex models application include:
• the Fire Program Analysis in USA using FSPro
(Finney 2007);
• Wildland Fire Situation Analysis using FSPro and the
“Rapid Assessment of Values at Risk” (RAVAR) in the
USA (McDaniel 2007);
• wildfire susceptibility mapping with Burn-P3 in
Canada (Parisien et al. 2005);
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• the Spatial Fire Management System in
Canada (Canadian Forest Service,
http://cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/);
• the Greater Vancouver Water Catchment in
Canada (Blackwell 2003); and
• the NSW Rural Fire Service, Bushfire Risk
Management Planning Guidelines for Bushfire
Management Committees (RFS 2007).
All of these examples are landscape scale models and
rely strongly on developing large underlying datasets
and use a matrix overlay to combine the notions of
likelihood and consequence. The value of these complex
models is undermined when different users subjectively
weight impacts, thus manipulating the results of what
otherwise would be an objective assessment process
(Shields & Tolhurst 2003).
Examples of simpler models include the Wildfire
Management Overlay, Victoria (CFA 2008) and UC
Berkeley Fire Toolkit (UC Berkeley 2008). These simple
models are designed to allow home owners to assess the
risk to their own home and provide guidance on what
actions might reduce this level of risk.
The Australian Standard for Risk Management (AS/NZS
4360-2004) was developed to be applicable to a wide
range of industries and situations. The standard provides
a generic framework for establishing the context,
identification, evaluation, treatment, monitoring and
communication of risk. A new ISO standard (31000)
will update parts of AS/NZS 4360. The ISO standard
will hold most of the key process aspects of the AS/
NZS 4360, but de-emphasises the use of a risk matrix
as the assessment method. Since publication of the
Risk Standard (AS/NZS 4360-2004), there have been
several attempts to apply the generic risk management
framework to the fire management business.
Although new risk assessment frameworks attempt
to systematically address or calculate risk, they are
suboptimal when it comes to assessing management
options. A critical element in any performance
management framework is the need to make explicit,
the logic that connects treatment delivery and
outcomes. Many performance measurement frameworks
simply assume implicit relationships between these
two elements. A risk management model needs to
incorporate the way various risk treatments contribute
to the achievement of risk outcomes, and to be able to
determine what the best or most cost effective treatment
options are.
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To achieve this, the Bushfire Risk Management Model,
being developed as part of the Bushfire Cooperative
Research Centre (CRC), draws together three separate
by inextricably linked processes. Firstly, the bushfire
management “business” needs to be modeled. Secondly,
the implication of various management options then

needs to be quantified in terms of the changed fire
characteristics in the landscape. And finally, the impact
and consequence of these changed fire characteristics
needs to be quantified and presented to the fire manager
as an aid for decision making.

Method
PHOENIX is one component of a bushfire risk
management model, being developed by the
Bushfire CRC, for southern Australia. There are three
components to the risk management model – a fire
management business model, a fire characterization
model and a fire impact model (Figure 1). These three
elements in combination with the use of performance
measures for monitoring and review make up the risk
management process as outlined in the Australian/
New Zealand Standard of Risk Management (AS/NZS
4360:2004).
Figure 1. The three main components of the
Bushfire Risk Management Model.

PHOENIX is a scenario based model where particular
scenarios must be created by the fire manager and
the risk management model will describe the likely
consequences of each scenario in term of the degree of
impact each management scenario will have on specified
values and assets.

Business model
The Bushfire Business Management Model establishes
the context of the risk management process and within
that context; the model can be used to explore the
strength and types of interactions between the various
elements of bushfire management.
The Business Model was based on 54 elements of
bushfire management and these elements were grouped
into five strategies – prevention, preparedness, response,
recovery and fire regime management (Tolhurst et
al. 2006). The 54 elements cover a spectrum of fire
management activities including: legislation, planning,
public education, firefighter training, equipment
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Figure 2. PHOENIX is a tool to explore the relationships between the Bushfire Business Model and
the impacts and consequences of bushfires in the landscape. PHOENIX quantifies the changes in fire
characteristics resulting from changes or potential changes in fire management.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of PHOENIX showing the inputs, outputs and data storages.
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development, prescribed burning, fuel management,
fire detection, firefighting, use of aircraft, post-fire
recovery, environmental rehabilitation and others.
The Business Model quantifies the relationship between
the 54 elements of the bushfire management business
and gives a relative measure of any combination of these
elements in terms of the level of residual bushfire risk.
The two types of interaction included in the model
are the interchangeability of the elements and the
interdependence between the elements. The strengths of
these relationships are measured in terms of the resource
cost (budget) and their ability to reduce the overall
level of bushfire risk. The Business Model provides a
means of optimizing the combination of management
options to result in the greatest level of risk mitigation.
The business model is therefore a non-spatially explicit
bushfire risk mitigation model.
The effect of changing different elements of the bushfire
management business can be explored spatially through
the use of PHOENIX, a spatially and temporally explicit
fire characterization model (Figure 2).

Coleman & Sullivan 1995, 1996) and PHOENIX used
the approach most like that used in SIROFire (Knight &
Coleman 1993).
PHOENIX operates in a landscape divided into uniformsized square cells. Each cell has many attributes
(currently 31) which are either used as inputs or outputs
to the simulation (Figure 3). These attributes are stored
in a personal geodatabase (MS-Access). These data can be
analyzed externally to PHOENIX as with any other data
stored in a spreadsheet or database. The size of each cell is
specified by the user during the creation of the grid. Grids
as small as 5 m have been used for very detailed analysis
of a small area, but a grid size of 100m or 200m is usually
found to be sufficient for most operational purposes.
Figure 4. Fire intensity as simulated by PHOENIX
in each 200m block near Airey’s Inlet, Otways
Ranges, Victoria, based on fuel, topography
and weather conditions on Ash Wednesday
1983. Darker colours indicate higher intensity
fire. The fire was spreading from the top-left
to bottom-right in this image.

Fire Characterisation model
PHOENIX is a dynamic fire behaviour and
characterisation model. Unlike many standard fire
behaviour models, PHOENIX runs in an environment
where it can respond to changes in conditions of the fire
in addition to changes to fuel, weather and topographic
conditions as a fire grows and moves across the
landscape. Two specific examples of this dynamic nature
is how spotfires ahead of the main fire front increase
the rate of spread of the fire, a second example is how
different strata of the fuel are included or excluded in
the fire behaviour calculations as the fire changes in
intensity around the fire perimeter and over time.
Two basic fire behaviour models underpin PHOENIX.
These are the CSIRO southern grassland fire spread
model (Cheney & Sullivan 1997, Cheney et al. 1998)
and the McArthur Mk5 forest fire behaviour model
(McArthur 1962, 1967, 1973, Noble et al. 1980).
However, some important modifications were made
to both models for inclusion in PHOENIX, to make
them respond to the dynamic nature of the interaction
between fire and its environment.
The fire behaviour models are used to calculate the
point rate of spread, flame height, and fireline intensity.
To translate how the fire behaviour at each point
around the perimeter of the fire then moves across the
landscape, a spread algorithm is used.
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The fire spread algorithm used in PHOENIX is Huygen’s
(Richards 1995). Huygen’s approach is used by FARSITE
(Finney 2004), PROMETHEUS (Tymstra 2004, Tymstra
& Bryce 2007) and SIROFire (Coleman & Sullivan
1995). Each implementation of Huygen’s approach
varies (e.g. Richards & Bryce 1995, Finney 2004,

PHOENIX incorporates a number of models apart from
the basic fire behaviour models. Models involved in
modifying the inputs or outputs from the fire behaviour
models deal with the effect of spotfire induced
indraughts at the fire front, ember transport and
distribution, spotfire ignition, wind-slope interactions,
linear disruption to fire behaviour, fuel accumulation
rates, solar radiation, and fuel moisture models.
A second set of models is used to describe the spread of
fire across the landscape given the general fire behaviour
conditions. This is done by considering the conditions
at each point on the fire perimeter so that the movement
or extinction of that point can be determined from one
time period to the next. These models include Huygen’s
perimeter growth, point self-extinction, surface-to-plan
reprojection and fire suppression modelling. The time
interval between perimeter spread calculations varies
from one minute for fast moving fires to 15 minutes for
slow moving fires.
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Figure 6. A hypothetical demonstration of
the type of data that will be produced from
impact evaluations in PHOENIX. The difference
between the two impact curves is due to
different management scenarios.
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Outputs from PHOENIX characterize the fire in each
cell across the landscape in terms of the origin of the
source fire, the size of the fire at the time of impact,
fireline intensity, flame height, time to impact the cell
from ignition, and ember density falling in the cell. An
example of the spatial variation in fire intensity from
a wildfire is given in Figure 4. Other outputs from
PHOENIX could be displayed in a similar fashion.
Where there is a multi-fire simulation, the number of
fires affecting each cell is also recorded to help calculate
the likelihood of fire at that location. It is possible to
determine the probability of a fire starting at the point
of ignition from historic fire probability data and this
can be included in the calculation of fire likelihood.
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Figure 5. Relationship between estimated
ember density (PHOENIX) and proportion of
house loss in the Dean’s Marsh fire on Ash
Wednesday 1983. The data points from leftto-right are for Lorne, Airey’s Inlet, Fairhaven,
Moggs Creek and Anglesea respectively.

The spatially and temporally explicit output from
PHOENIX can be used to estimate the nature and extent
of the impact of the fire on specified values or assets.
In the case of the township of Airey’s Inlet, shown
in Figure 4, 196 homes were destroyed there in the
Ash Wednesday fires. The re-creation of this event in
PHOENIX produces modelled estimates of fire intensity,
ember density, flame height, fire size and various other
fire characteristics that can be used in an impact model.
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Impact and consequence model
The approach taken in the Bushfire Risk Management
Model is to calculate the estimated physical “impact”
of the fire on specified values and assets and then to
provide this information in a form that can be used to
assess the consequence of these impacts. We consider
“consequence” to be a relative term which must be
considered in the context of the scale of the impact,
the importance of the value or asset to its community
at the time of the fire, the level of vulnerability of the
value or asset at the time of the impact, and the ability
of that value or asset to recover or be replaced following
the fire. Because “consequence” is a conditional term,
the Bushfire Risk Management Model only goes as
far as quantify the degree of impact from which the
consequence can be assessed.

A simple demonstration of this is given in Figure
5, where the proportion of houses destroyed in five
townships is shown as a function of ember density, as
calculated in PHOENIX. The data point for Anglesea
(far right) is an outlier of this dataset indicating that
factors other than just ember density are important.
With enough data, impact relationships for a range
of values and assets and various fire characteristics
can be developed.
Having determined the likely impact of a fire event, it is
then possible to develop a set of potential impact curves
for each fire event or suite of fire events in a multi-fire
scenario. For example, under one management scenario,
the probability of house loss might be represented by a
curve similar to that in Figure 6, where the probability
of one, ten, 100, or 1000 houses being lost can be
shown graphically. The probability of different levels of
loss will be determined as a function of the probability
of a fire starting and the number of times fires may be
expected to reach a particular value or asset (Figure 7).
With a change in the elements of the Bushfire Business
Management Model (Figure 2), the change in the
potential impact curve can be seen. Such a set of curves
can then be used by the fire manager to decide on the
most desired management strategy to reduce the level
of risk to an acceptable level or achieve the lowest level
of risk for the level of resources available.
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Figure 7. Fire ignition probability for Otways region (left) based on historic lightning fire records and
fire frequency map (right) resulting from a grid of ignition points across the region under a single set
of weather and ignition times.

The acceptable level of risk can be described in terms of
the consequence. Frequently used terms of consequence
such as “catastrophic”, “fatal”, and “serious” would
imply unacceptable levels of risk, whereas “minor”
and “negligible” consequences are more likely to
be acceptable levels of risk. However, the potential
consequences are always considered with reference to
the context of the managed environment and the overall
management objectives.

Discussion
The strengths of the Bushfire Risk Management Model
are that it provides an objective basis for evaluating
various fire management options in a real-to-life
situation and quantifies the level of impact on a range
of values and assets without making a priori value
judgements. The complexity of this process has resulted
in many previous wildfire risk models resorting to
weightings of critical input factors and weighting of
relative impacts to simplify the information presented to
the fire manager.
A further strength of the Bushfire Risk Management
Model is the need for the fire manager to explicitly
specify the conditions of the scenarios being tested,
including the range of management options, the design
weather conditions, and the identification of critical
assets and values in the area of interest.
The results from the Bushfire Risk Management Model
encapsulate the complex interaction of ignition, spread,
suppression, terrain, weather, fire history, fire protection
measures and a range of other factors affecting the final
impact of fire across the landscape. Unlike Wildfire
Threat Analysis, it is not based on static inputs or
subjective weightings.
Some of the weaknesses of the Bushfire Risk
Management Model include the reliance on good
quality input data such as fuels and weather at a spatial
and temporal accuracy as good as or better than the
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required output accuracy. The model also requires the
users to have a range of skills including knowledge of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS), fire behaviour
models, database management skills and a good
appreciation of the fire management process.
Some of the powers of this modelling process include
the ability to produce repeatable results, provide good
graphic material for presentation to various stakeholders
and managers, and deal with very complex situations
and interactions in a relatively simple fashion.

Conclusions
The Australian/New Zealand standard on risk
management (AS/NZS 4360:2004) provides a consistent
terminology and framework for risk management.
This standard is well suited to bushfire risk management.
The fire characterization model, PHOENIX provides
a critical tool to describe the interaction of weather,
topography, the fire itself, suppression actions and fire
protection measures across the landscape. In the context
of the Bushfire Risk Management Model, PHOENIX
provides a platform for exploring the impact of various
management options in terms of their impact on specific
values and assets.
Spatially and temporally explicit modelling is critical
in a wildfire environment because many of the impact
factors result from fire attributes such as fire size,
number of fires in the landscape, suppression resource
effectiveness, time from ignition to impact, fire intensity,
spotting activity, ember production and local weather
factors. Without these interactions, it is not possible
to make a realistic assessment of the true wildfire risk,
nor the effectiveness of mitigation measures. Most
existing wildfire risk models only show the area of
assets or values potentially impacted by fire rather than
quantifying the impact as affected by the nature of the
fire and the vulnerability of the assets or values.
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We believe that the “consequence” of particular wildfires
will be dependent on factors such as scale (local,
regional, national, international), periods of economic
stress (recessions, droughts), periods of political
uncertainty, times of multiple disasters (e.g. storms and
wildfire), and other recent events affecting vulnerability
and resilience of a community. Therefore, this risk
management model only goes as far as producing data
on wildfire impacts in terms of risk curves rather than
specifying a level of consequence. “Consequence” is very
scale and time dependent and thus cannot be objectively
incorporated into a single model.
The effect of different management scenarios on the
level of wildfire risk needs to be displayed graphically so
that a wide audience can understand the nature of the
impacts. PHOENIX provides a powerful visualization
tool as well as being a powerful analytical tool. This is
a major benefit of GIS based modelling.
An over-emphasis on GIS tools to model risk has been
a limitation of some past risk assessment approaches.
The GIS environment does not lend itself to
understanding the Fire Management Business, nor
does it provide a very efficient platform for modelling
complex fire interactions or for complex statistical data
analysis. GIS tools are best used in combination with
other information and data management tools.
PHOENIX and the Bushfire Risk Management Model
provide a decision support tool for land-use planners,
land managers, fire agencies and governments. The
dynamic nature of this model make it more realistic
than many of the past risk assessment techniques.
In the future, the Bushfire Risk Management Model
could be used to not only explore the value of various
management options, but also provide a basis for
determining research and data collection priorities.
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Floodplain Management Authorities have recently
published a book about the problems caused by flooding
in New South Wales and the attempts that have been
made to alleviate them. It covers the evolution of efforts
to warn people of coming floods, the development of
emergency rescue and relief endeavours and the attempts
to educate people about the flood threat and what they
can do to manage it. Its primary focus however is o the
evolution of “flood management” -- the movement away
from “structures to fix the flood” (the efforts to ‘tame’
floods and change floods), to the integrated solutions
of flood risk management (where the community ‘lives’
with the flood and recognise that floods are an essential
part of our ecosystem). In particular the book examines
the role of the Floodplain Management Authorities of
New South Wales, a group of local government Councils
and specialist flood organisations formed in 1961 to
further the cause of flood mitigation and now a leading
advocate of Floodplain Management in Australia.
The book is written by Chas Keys, who served with the
NSW State Emergency Services from 1990 to 2004 when
he retired as Deputy Director General. Chas has written
other books dealing with emergency management
and presented papers at Australian and International
conferences on this subject.
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Australian Journal of Emergency Management
The Journal is published quarterly and disseminated
throughout the emergency management community and
related disciplines, in Australia and overseas. Articles
identifying and discussing issues, policies, planning
or procedural concerns, research reports and any
other information relevant to the emergency/disaster
management community are welcome.
Refer to the EMA website (www.ema.gov.au/ajem) for
current and past issues and information on how to
subscribe and contribute.
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number of the author. Unsigned letters or those submitted
without a phone number will not be considered.
Regular contributors should submit letters on varied
subjects. Letters by the same author that reiterate opinions
previously expressed may not be published. The editor
reserves the right to reject or edit any Letter to the Editor.
Conference diary
Full details of local and international conferences relating
to emergency management are available from the EMA
website. For information, please visit www.ema.gov.au.

Letters to the editor
The Journal welcomes Letters to the Editor. Please note
that letters should be no more than 300 words.
Letters exceeding this limit may be edited or refused.
Letters must be in good taste and focus on issues of
emergency management or past AJEM content.
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interesting websites

Natural Hazards Online
www.ga.gov.au/hazards
Natural Hazards Online is a new resource available
to emergency managers, researchers and the
general public. It is a website that presents
information about natural hazards including
bushfire, cyclone, earthquake, flood, landslide,
severe weather, tsunami, and volcano.
Natural Hazards Online is a joint initiative
of Geoscience Australia and Emergency
Management Australia, and was established as
a contribution to the Disaster Mitigation Australia
package. The website was developed in response
to the Council of Australian Governments (COAG)
Report on reforming mitigation, relief and
recovery arrangements for natural disasters in
Australia which identified the need ‘to ensure a
sound knowledge base on natural disasters and
disaster mitigation’.
This is the first time in Australia that a single
website has been created to consolidate the
broad range of information, data, maps,
models and decision-support tools available
about natural hazards. The site provides users
with a one-stop-shop for natural hazards
information ensuring that available content is
easy to find and access.
The website provides details about each hazard,
the processes behind their occurrence, where
they occur in Australia and how they impact on
communities. A selection of previous natural
hazard events is described and a series of links
are available for those who would like to find
out more about a particular event.
Photographs and images are available for each
type of hazard as well as reports
published by Geoscience Australia that can be
downloaded from the site. Guidelines and reports
published by other agencies as well as a series of
maps and databases can also be accessed.

A number of key emergency response tools are
easily accessible through Natural Hazards Online,
including the Joint Australian Tsunami Warning
Centre, the Sentinel bushfire monitoring system,
the Bureau of Meteorology’s tropical cyclone
warning service and national weather warnings
summary.
Users can also access the Global Disaster Alert
and Coordination System, the Australian Disaster
Information Network and the new report
Natural Hazards in Australia: Identifying Risk
Analysis Requirements. The website includes databases detailing riverine flood studies, recent and
historic earthquakes, and landslides, as well as a
link to an online risk prevention game.
The website also presents information about risk
modelling, emergency management, and natural
hazard policy as well as information about expert
committees working to reduce the impact of
natural hazards in Australia.
Natural Hazards Online is currently receiving
approximately 17 000 hits per month. Eighty
percent of these hits are from new visitors to the
site, and the website presently holds the number
one ranking on ‘Google’ for a natural hazards
search on Australian pages.
New information and tools are being added to
the website as they become available, to provide
emergency managers and other decision makers
involved in disaster risk reduction with important
resources which will help them to assess the
hazard, vulnerability and risk posed by natural
disasters and make informed decisions about
their management.
For more information phone Monica
Osuchowski +61 2 6249 9717
(email monica.osuchowski@ga.gov.au)

historical snapshot

National Emergency Volunteer Support Fund

© Newspix

There is general acceptance that climate change is
likely to result in an increased frequency and severity
of emergencies including heatwave, severe storms,
floods, tropical cyclones and, indirectly, serious
bushfire. These events have significant economic
consequences but also impact adversely on the lives
of individuals, families and communities, particularly
the vulnerable members of our communities.

Tropical Cyclone Althea (1971)

Of vital importance in protecting communities from
the effects of emergencies is our national pool of
volunteers who represent a critical element of
Australia’s
national
emergency
management
capability. Those volunteers play a significant role in
assisting communities in responding to and
recovering from the impact of emergencies. Some
500,000 people in Australia volunteer their services in
some emergency management capacity and 350,000
of those are directly involved in emergency first
response, principally through the various rural fire
services and the State Emergency Services.

On 24 December, 1971, TC Althea crossed the coast of Queensland just north of Townsville with a
peak wind gust of 106 knots (195 km/hr) recorded at the Townsville Meteorological Office. Three
lives were lost in Townsville and insured costs alone in the region reached $25 million (1971 value).

To ensure ongoing protection of communities it is
critical that all volunteer agencies maintain their
current levels of staffing and training.

Severe winds damaged or destroyed many homes (including 200 Housing Commission homes).
On Magnetic Island 90% of the houses were damaged or destroyed. Tornadoes damaged trees
and houses at Bowen. Major flooding occurred in Burdekin, but coastal floods were short lived.
A 2.9 m storm surge was recorded in Townsville Harbour with a maximum storm surge of 3.66 m
recorded at Toolakea, just to the north of Townsville. The storm surge and wind-generated waves,
although occurring at low tide, caused extensive damage along The Strand in Townsville and at
Cape Pallarenda.

The Australian Government is offering funding in
2009/10 through the National Emergency Volunteer
Support Fund for projects which specifically address
the recruitment, retention and training of

volunteers. The Fund is managed by Emergency
Management Australia (EMA), a Division within the
Attorney-General’s Department.
The Attorney-General, Robert McClelland, will soon
be seeking grant applications from eligible
organisations.

How to Apply
Applications will be invited from late November
2008. Guidelines, application forms and details on
how to apply will be available on the EMA website or
by contacting the Community Engagement team at
EMA after that date.
Email: cd@ema.gov.au
Phone: 02 6256 4608
Fax: 02 6256 4653
Website: www.ema.gov.au/communityengagement
The closing date for applications is
Friday 6 March 2009.

After the experience of the severe destruction wrought by TC Althea and TC Tracy in Darwin (1974)
special efforts were made to strengthen building standards in Queensland and elsewhere in Australia,
especially for domestic structures. Australian Standard AS1170.2 Minimum design loads on structures:
Part 2 – Wind loads was first published in 1973 and has been revised subsequently on five occasions.
The Standard was first adopted for residential buildings in the Queensland Building Act in 1981.
TC Larry in 2006 was one of the biggest tests of wind loading standards for buildings since Althea.
Larry caused significant damage to residential buildings in Innisfail, Queensland, and nearby
communities. Overwhelmingly, however, the most badly damaged residences were those constructed
prior to 1982, and residences built since then performed much better. Building standards will continue
to be one of the most effective disaster mitigation measures against severe winds in Australia.

Cover shows a number of images depicting a range of hazard, exposure and vulnerability data sets and techniques
used in ‘all hazards’ risk assessment.
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EMA invites
you to help
shape the
future of
Australian
emergency
management.

Our national Risk
Assessment Framework

How do long-term
databases help us to assess
weather-related risks?

How does computer modelling
help us to assess tsunami risk?

